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SUMMARY

Scope:

This was a special announced Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) team
inspection. Its purpose was to verify that the Turkey Point EOPs were
technically accurate, and that their specified actions could be accomplished
using existing equipment, controls, and instrumentation. The inspection
evaluated the adequacy of the licensee's EOPs [including Off Normal Operating
Procedures (ONOPS)j, conformance of these procedures to the Westinghouse
Owners'roup Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs), and conformance to the
approved writer's guide. The inspection included a comparison of the EOPs to
the ERGs, a technical adequacy review of the procedures, control room and
inplant walkthroughs, simulator evaluation of selected procedures, a review of

e on-going control of these procedures, and interviews of operators who use the
procedures.
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The overall assessment concluded that the EOPs adequately covered the broad
range of accidents and equipment failures necessary for safe shutdown of the
plant. The team identified as strengths: managerial responsiveness to
identified EOP problems, paragraph 6; personnel attitude, paragraph 4; plant
labeling and cleanliness, paragraph 4; and the EOP setpoint document, paragraph
3. The team identified weaknesses in: EOP placekeeping, paragraphs 3 and 7;
poor construction of three ONOPs and a general weakness in most ONOPs,
paragraphs 3 and 4.; fai lure to properly restrict EOP entry points, paragraph 2;
and management control of EOPs and ONOPs, paragraph 6. The team reviewed the
Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on the licensee's Procedures Generation Package
(PGP) commitments and determined that, when the Inspector Follow-up Items
(IFIs) in this report are completed, all licensee actions necessary in response
to the SER will be completed. Violations or deviations were not identified in
this report.
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Adamson, SRO

Adside, Licensing Engineer
Anderson, Q.A. Supervisor Regulatory Compliance
Arias, Technical Assistant to the Plant Manager
Bal aguero, Assi stant Techni cal Department Supervi sor
Beatty, Training Superintendent
Bladow, Quality Assurance Superintendent
Burgy, General Physics Human Factors
Crockford, SRO

Cross, Plant Manager
Croteau, SRO

Davenport, Westinghouse Engineer
Finn, Assistant Operations Superintendent
Flynn, SRO

Franz, Senior Nuclear Plant Operator
Geiger, V.P. Nuclear Assurance
Hale, Site Engineer
Harris, Site V.P.
Hartzog, Licensing Engineer
Hellriegel, SRO

Henry, License Operator Nuclear Training
Herrin, Regulatory Compliance Engineer
Jones, SRO

Lacal, Configeration Supervisor
Lafleur, SRO

Mende, Operations Supervisor
Henry, License Operator Nuclear Training
Macarthur, SRO

Miller, Operations Support
Natale, SRO

Oft, Westinghouse, Principal Engineer
Pearce, Operations Superintendent
Pedrianes, NLO

Powell, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor
Prevatt, SRO

Rose, Design Control Supervisor
SalkeM, PS-N
Samodurov, Quality Assurance Supervisor
Santiago, RO

Simon, EOP Writer
Singer, SRO
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R. Teuteberg, Nuclear Engineer Coordinator
D. Taylor, Operations Support

*J. Taylor, Procedures Group Supervisor
G. Velazquez, Senior Nuclear Plant Operator
T. Wendeln, SRO

*G. Warriner, guality Control Supervisor
*P. Weeks, General Physics Operations Training
Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians,
operators and office personnel.

NRC Personnel

*G. Edison, Project Manager - Turkey Point, NRR
*W. Regan, Chief - Human Factors Assessment Branch, NRR

NRC Resident Inspectors

G. Schnebli
T. McElhinney

*Attended exit interview on February 2, 1989

EOP/ERG Comparison

The team reviewed the index of Turkey Point EOPs against the index of NRC

approved ERGs and found that the licensee had an EOP corresponding to each
ERG. In addition, the team compared the licensee's index of EOPs and
ONOPs with the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33 list of procedures for combating
emergencies and other significant events. These comparisons confirmed
that the licensee had developed sufficient procedures to cover the broad
spectrum of accidents and equipment failures.

The team compared the PTN EOPs to the ERGs and found that they followed
the accident mitigation strategy and action sequence of the ERGs, except
as properly justified in the PTN EOP basis documents or as noted in
Appendix B to this report. In addition, the team evaluated EOP -step
deviations from the ERGs incident to the EOP walkthroughs and found them
to be properly justified and documented, except as noted in Appendix B.
The licensee's EOP procedure entry and .transition conditions closely
followed the ERG, with one noteable exception: they allowed direct
transfer from an ONOP to FR-H. 1 without passing through EOP E-O, thus
by-passing safety checks required by the ERG strategy. This subject is
further discussed in Appendix B, paragraph III,3.b. The licensee promptly
corrected this deficiency during the inspection. The failure to properly
restrict EOP entry points was identified as IFI 250,251/89-53-01.

The licensee had made many changes to individual EOP steps from the way
they were written in the ERG; to adapt them to this plant, improve the
human factors, comply with the writer's guide, and to close open SER

items. In addition, the licensee's EOP steps contained a number of
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technical improvements over the ERG steps. In most cases, these EOP step
deviations from the ERG were adequately justified in the EOP basis
document. The team identified a few cases where'he resulting EOPs
deviated from the ERG with no justification in the EOP basis document.
These EOP deficiencies are described in Appendix 8, where they are
identified by "PSTG DEV". With the exception of the direct transfer from
an ONOP to FR-H. 1, none of these EOP step deviation deficiencies were
serious.

An NRC SER on the Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 procedures generation package
was issued on December 15, 1989. The licensee is currently developing an
action plan to resolve all open SER items. This effort is being tracked
on the PTN plant accountability system as item TS90011901. The action
plan is scheduled to be promulgated by April 30, 1990. The team reviewed
each of the SER items and determined which items remained open. Those
items have been documented in this report to permit SER closure.

There were no violations or deviations noted in this area.

3. Independent technical adequacy review of the EOPs

The team reviewed all of the licensee's EOPs and most of the ONOPs, as
listed in Appendix A, for technical adequacy. During this review, the NRC

identified numerous examples of technical or human factors deficiencies
with the EOPs and ONOPs - these deficiencies are described in Appendix B.
Overall, the team found the EOPs to be an improvement on the ERGs, but
found the ONOPs to be weak.

The team found the EOP basis documents and the EOP setpoint document to be
well organized and cross referenced, and overall "user friendly." The EOP

basis document identified EOP step deviations from the ERG, classified
them by type and significance, and included a justification for each one .

(except as listed in Appendix B). In addition, the EOP basis document
listed each operator action setpoint contained in a step, and included a

cross reference to the backup information in the EOP setpoint document.
The team reviewed a sample of individual setpoints, and identified no
deficiencies in the documentation of them.

The team reviewed many ONOPs, and found the technical adequacy of them to
be substantially less than that of the EOPs. They were less complete,
provided less guidance to operators, and contained more technical errors.
The team found that the format and wording of the ONOPs were substantially
different from the EOPs. The ONOP writer's guide, which governed the
format of the PTN ONOPs, contained many deficiencies as delineated in
Appendix C. These deficiencies had created for the operator a

discontinuous and potentially confusing interface with the EOPs. The
ONOPs and EOPs used different formats (one column vs two column),
different action verbs, and different transition methods. One example of
a technical weakness was in the ONOP for use in the event of a
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catastrophic refueling cavity seal failure such as the one described in IE
Bulletin 84-03. Some par ts of the procedure were better suited to
mitigating a less severe accident. The basis document for this ONOP

failed to reflect important analytical data (such as refueling bridge
radiation levels as a function of time or pool level, pool water level as
a function of time, radiation level or pool level at which the refueling
bridge operator must evacuate containment, time to complete immediate
actions, etc) with the result that the procedure inadequately addressed
some of the mitigation strategy. Many of the ONOPs had been upgraded and
improved by the licensee and were indexed and filed separately as new
style ONOPs. The ONOPs that were still in original format were generally
of poorer technical quality than the new style ONOPs. Three of the ONOPs
were particularly weak in providing guidance to operators: 33.2,
Refueling cavity seal failure; 3408.I, Intake cooling water
malfunction; and 208. 15, Annunciator - general. Technical deficiencies in
these ONOPs are discussed in Appendix B, paragraphs V.23, V.50, and V.42.
The licensee stated that these would be upgraded on a priority basis. The
three particularly weak ONOPs and overall weakness in ONOPs were
identified as IFI 250,251/89-53-02.

Place keeping aids, such as pencil check marks or page markers, were not
addressed in the EOP writer's guide. During implementation of EOPs,
operators were not consistent in the type or amount of place keeping used.
Types of place keeping used by operators included yellow stickies,
fingers, and scratch paper. Since EOP steps were to be initiated without
regard to completion of prior steps and there were many transitions
between proce'dures, place keeping aids were important for keeping track of
action steps that had been initiated and steps that had been completed.
Because of the increased chance of operator error while transitioning
within or between procedures, there was a need for clearly established and
practiced place keeping'he lack of established place keeping methods
for EOPs was identified as IFI 250,251/89-53-03.

The team looked at selected control room drawings for EOP related systems,
and observed that parts of some drawings were difficult to read with
normal lighting. The team also found that the control room drawings did
not cover all parts of systems important to safety. For example, one EOP

directed the operator to verify containment purge secured. The team asked
an operator to show how he would use the control room drawings to trouble
shoot in the event that the system did not function properly. In the
process of going through the drawings, the operator was directed to M-8
for indication of the containment purge fans. Drawing M-8 was not
available in the control room. The operator stated he could get the
drawing in document control, which was located in a different building..
However, document control was not- always manned. The licensee stated that
STAs would be given a key to document control and additional training in
accessing document control records.

There were no violations or deviations noted in this area.



Review of the EOPs by inplant and control room walkthroughs

The NRC conducted control room and in plant walkthroughs of the EOP and
ONOP procedures listed in appendix A. Transfers and branching were
checked and found to be proper except as noted in the appendicies. The
team found the relationship between EOP procedure nomenclature and
equipment labeling to be generally consistent and capable of being easily
understood without confusion. This was not the case in the old format
ONOPs where procedure nomenclature frequently differed from equipment
labeling, with the most frequent error being failure to specify equipment

-identification adequately in the ONOP. Examples of differences between
EOP or ONOP nomenclature and equipment labeling are listed in Appendix D.
Overall, the team was favorably impressed by the quality of equipment
1'abeling and the housekeeping and preservation conditions at Turkey Point.
The team was particulari ly impressed with preservation and cleanliness in
the open salt spray exposure areas such as the "turbine decks".

Except as noted in Appendix B, the team found that indicators, controls,
annunciators and other equipment required by the EOPs and ONOPs were
available. In the control room, one complete set of controlled EOPs and
ONOPs for each unit was located on the appropriate side of the dual unit .

control room; these procedures were current and readily available to the
operators.

Without, exception, the team members were favorably impressed with the
positive and cooperative attitude exhibited by the FPE L and PTN personnel
who were contacted during the course of this inspection. This comment
extends not:only to those persons with whom the team had extensive
contact but also to casual encounters in plant as for example while
passing through the RCA control'oint.

The team did not have time to perform the optional V5V review detailed in
the inspection module. As a result, the V@V open items contained in the
PTN PGP SER remained open and were identified as IFI 250,251/89-53-04.

While the results of the walkthroughs were generally satisfactory, many
discrepancies in the areas of technical accuracy, writer's guide
adherence, and human factors were noted. Technical and human factors
discrepancies are noted in Appendix B, writer's guide discrepancies in
Appendix C, and nomenclature discrepancies in Appendix D. Appendix B, C,
and D discrepancies were identified as IFIs 250,251/89-53-05, 06, and 07
respectively.

There were no violations or deviations noted in this area.

Simulator observation



The team observed a crew performing the following seven scenarios on the
Turkey Point simulator:

Steam line break outside containment
Steam generator tube rupture with loss of offsite power
Loss of all AC power with leaking pressurizer PORV
Faulted, ruptured steam generator
Double ended cold leg break
Feedwater rupture, ATWS, loss of offsite power
Loss of intake cooling water

The capabilities of the Turkey Point Simulator allowed the scenarios to be
extended reliably into the recovery phase of these accidents. There were
no problems with accident mitigation strategy or recovery. The crew was
able to combine their training with the procedures to mitigate the
accidents. The team has listed observed deficiencies in Appendix B.

The EOPs provided operators with sufficient guidance to fulfill their
responsibilities and required actions during the emergencies, both
individually and as a team. The procedures did not duplicate operator
actions unless required. Also, the procedures did not cause the operators
to physically interfere with each other while performing accident
mitigation.

There were no violations or deviations noted in this area.

Management Control of EOPs and ONOPs

The team reviewed the licensee's procedures for ongoing evaluation of EOPs
and for EOP maintenance. AP 0109. 1, Preparation, Revision, Approval, and
Use of Procedures, required the procedures group to accomplish periodic
reviews of procedures at least every 42 months to ensure that each
procedure complies with all applicable requirements of the latest revision
of the appropriate writer's guide. The procedure did not address a
requi rement to ensure compliance with the Technical Guidelines. It also
did not require an evaluation of new or revised procedures for V&V,
maintenance of basis and setpoint documents, etc. The licensee's audits
had identified that an adequate EOP Life Cycle Maintenance Plan did not
exist and that although there were procedures that governed most aspects
of revising controlled procedures, a separate stand-alone maintenance plan
was needed for the EOPs;, The licensee is currently developing an EOP Life-
Cycle Maintenance Plan that would incorporate the following:

Writer's Guide
V&V Guidelines
EOP Revision Process
QA Involvement
Maintenance of Related Documents (basis, setpoints, etc)
PC/M Affects
WOG ERG Revisions
Feedback from Training, Operating Experience, etc.
Training on Revisions

~ Training of Non-Operations Personnel with EOP Responsibilities
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Safety Evaluations/Engineering Evaluations
Human Factors Involvement
Management Involvement
Commitment Tracking of EOP Related Items

The Team expressed concern that although the planned EOP Life Cycle
Maintenance Plan appeared to be comprehensive, the revision process of
ONOPs and other interfacing documents was not addressed. The licensee
committed to address management controls of ONOPs as well as EOPs ~ The
incorporation of comprehensive management control programs for EOPs and
ONOPs was identified as IFI 50-250,251/89-53-08.

The licensee's gA group was directed to conduct audits to verify the
establishment of controls for written procedures and administrative
policies. The team reviewed gA audit gAO-PTN-89-030 dated January 16,
1990, Observations-Emergency Operating Procedures, and the General Physics
Corp. audit dated December, 1989, Emergency Operating Procedures Team
Inspection, which identified the concerns noted above with the EOP

revision program.

0
The team found that PTN management responsiveness to the upgrading of EOPs
has been notable, including:

Self 'audits of EOPs, conducted by the licensee's guality Assurance
group and by an outside contractor in December, 1989, just one month
prior to this NRC inspection.

Revisions to virtually all EOPs, issued to incorporate audit findings
on January 16, 1990, just one week prior to the onsite arrival of the
NRC team.

Revisions to the EOP basis document for each EOP, issued along with
the related EOP revision.

A revision to the EOP setpoint document, issued on January 16, 1990.
Audit findings, followed by engineering analysis, resulted in some
revised operator action setpoints.

Good support for the NRC team during this inspection. The licensee
promptly responded to team questions, tracked each comment, performed
initial evaluation of each comment, and initiated corrective actions.

There were no violations or deviations noted in this area.
I

7. Interviews

The team conducted interviews with a combination of thirteen licensed and
non-licensed operators. The interviews were conducted to sample the
operators'pinions on the quality, usability, and training received on
the EOPs as well as to determine the extent of operator involvement in the
development of the EOPs.





The operators expressed their confidence in the technical quality of the
EOPs, and believed the procedures were adequately detailed and could be
used without difficulty. In contrast, several operators noted that the
old ONOPs were not as well detailed and in some instances were confusing
or lacked appropriate changes due to plant modifications.

Several operators who had been involved in the verification and validation
of the EOPs noted that the training and the procedure upgrade program
staffs were attentive to their concerns and implemented many procedural
revisions at their request. In most cases, the operators were given
either verbal or written responses, but indicated that there was no formal
feedback process.

EOP training was discussed during the interviews. The operators noted
that training provided on the EOPs was useful and consisted of a variety-
of scenarios to ensure coverage of the EOPs. The operators mentioned that
they usually trained at all appropriate staff roles, but did not believe a
formal system had been established to track this.

When queried about methods of place keeping used during training, .the
operators stated that no formal place keeping method had been established,
but that most operators used some form of tabbing or documentation. At
least one operator stated that use of a written log, documenting
inter-procedural transitions, was expected to be maintained during EOP
usage.

Operator aids were discussed, with the majority of operators expressing
their satisfaction with the implementation of color coding and labeling
conventions used in the control room and throughout the plant. When
queried on the meaning of the magenta bands placed on certain control room
instrumentation in response to NRC Regulator'y Guide 1.97, the team
received several different explanations. The operators stated that the
indications had not been formally covered in classroom training but that a
description of these markings had been previously circulated as required
reading.

The operators were shown several examples of EOP steps containing
transitions, referencing terms, and time dependent transitions and were
asked to explain the meaning of the procedural step and terminology. In
most cases, the:operators understood the step logic and provided the
required action sequence. When .queried on the meaning of the various
referencing terms, operators gave several differing explanations. The
operators mentioned that training had discussed EOP transitions but had
not specifically covered referencing terminology. The lack of an EOP
user's guide, providing guidance on the rules of usage .(e.g. place
keeping, transition and referencing requirements), may have contributed to
the weaknesses in operator knowledge of EOP referencing.

There were no violations or. deviations noted in this area.





a. (Open) IFI 87-07-03, Generation of Electrical Breaker Setpoint
Document

The licensee had previously identified this item as MOD 0618, and had
scheduled to complete it by January 1990. At the time of this
inspection, the licensee had changed the identification of this item
from MOD 0618 to MOD 1254 and rescheduled the work on it to start in
May 1990 and be completed in November 1990. The licensee stated that
the schedule for accomplishment of this item had been postponed to
follow a separate breaker coodination study and because of low
priority.

b. (Closed) IFI 250,251/OL-92-01, Improper Operator Training of EOP
FR-P. 1 by Establishing an Operating Band for Step 22 Without PNSC
Review and Approval

The team reviewed the current revision of EOP FR-P. 1, which had
been revised to include an operating band for the step in question.
This IFI had identified a training deficiency in that instructors had
been improperly training operators to use such an operating band even
though it was not then specified in the EOP.

In addition to revising the procedure, the licensee has informed
instructors to train students in verbatim compliance with EOPs.

9. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 2, 1990,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The NRC described the areas
inspected and discussed in detai 1 the inspection findings listed below.
No proprietary information is contained in this report. No dissenting
comments were received from the licensee.

Item number

IFI 250,251/89-53-01

IFI 250,251/89-53-02

IFI 250,251/89-53-03

IFI 250,251/89-53-04

IFI 250,251/89-53-05

IFI 250,251/89-53-06

Description, paragraph

Lack of restrictions on EOP entry points,
paragraph 2

Three particularly weak ONOPs and overall
weaknesses in ONOPs, paragraphs 3 & 4

Weakness in EOP placekeeping, paragraph 3

EOP VCV open items from PGP SER, paragraph 4

EOP technical and human factors deficien-
cies, paragraph 4 and Appendix B

EOP writer's guide defici"encies, paragraph 4
and Appendix C
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IFI 250,251/89-53-07

IFI 250,251/89-53-08

EOP nomenclature and labeling deficiencies,
paragraph 4 and Appendix D

Management contr ol of ONOPs and EOPs,
paragraph 6



APPENDIX A

PROCEDURES REVI.EWED

4-EOP-E-0
4-EOP-E-1
4-EOP-E"2
4-EOP-E-3
4-EOP-ECA-O.O
4-EOP-ECA-0. 1

4-EOP-ECA-0.2
4-EOP-ECA-1. 1

4-EOP-ECA-1. 2
4-EOP"ECA-2. 1

4-EOP-ECA-3. 1

4-EOP-ECA-3.2

4-EOP-ECA-3.3
4-EOP-ES-O.O
4-EOP-ES-0. 1

4-EOP-ES-0.2
4-EOP-ES-0.3

4-EOP-ES-0.4

1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90

1/16/90

1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90

1/16/90

1/16/904-EOP-ES" 1. 1

4-EOP-ES-3.2
4-EOP-ES"3.3
4-EOP-F-0
4-EOP-FR-C. 1

4-EOP-FR-C.2
4-EOP"FR-C.3
4-EOP-FR-H.1
4-EOP-FR-H.2
4-EOP-FR-H.3
4-EOP-FR-H.4
4-EOP-FR-H.S
4-EOP-FR-I. 1

4-EOP-FR" I. 2
4-EOP-FR-I. 3
4-EOP-FR-P. 1

1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
1/19/90
1/16/90

4-EOP-FR-P.2 1/16/90

4-EOP-ES-1. 2 1/16/90
4-EOP-ES-1. 3 1/16/90
4-EOP-ES-1. 4 1/16/90
4-EOP-ES-3. 1 1/16/90

Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant
Faulted Steam Generat'or Isolation
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Loss of All AC Power
Loss of All AC Power Recovery Without SI Required
Loss of All AC Power Recovery With SI Required
Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
LOCA Outside Containment .

Uncontrolled Depressurization of All Steam Generators
SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant-Subcooled Recovery
Desired
SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant-Saturated Recovery
Desired
SGTR Without Pressurizer Pressure Control
Rediagnosis
Reactor Trip Response
Natural Circulation Cooldown
Natural Circulation Cooldown With Steam Void in Vessel
With RVLMS (QSPDS)
Natural Circulation Cooldown With Steam Void in Vessel
(Without RVLMS)
SI Termination
Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization
Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation
Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation
Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Backfill
Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Blowdown
Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Steam Dump
Critical Safety Function Status Trees
Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
Response to Degraded Core Cooling
Response to Saturated Core Cooling
Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
Response to Steam Generator Overpressure
Response to Steam Generator High Level
Response to Loss of Normal Steam Release Capabilities
Response to Steam Generator Low Level
Response to High Pressurizer Level
Response to Low Pressurizer Level
Response to Voids in Reactor Vessel
Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock
Condidion
Response to Anticipated Pressurized Thermal Shock
Condition
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4-EOP-FR-S. 1

4-EOP-FR-S.2
4-EOP-FR-Z. 1

4-EOP-FR-Z.2
4-EOP-FR-Z.3

1/16/90
1/16/90
1/16/90
11/2/89
1/16/90

Response
Response
Response
Response
Response

to Nuclear Power Generation/ATWS
to Loss of Core Shutdown
to High Containment Pressure
to Containment Flooding
to High Containment Radiation Level

4-0NOP-003.4
4-0NOP-003.5
4-0NOP-003.6
3-0NOP-003.7
4-0NOP-003.8
4-0NOP-003.9
4-ONOP-004
4-ONOP-004. 1

4-0NOP-005.4
0-ONOP-013
4-ONOP-014
O-ONOP-016.2

0-ONOP-016. 8
4-ONOP-016. 9

O-ONOP-016.'10

O-ONOP-023.2
O-ONOP-025.2

O-ONOP-025.3
4-ONOP-028
4-ONOP-028. 1

4-0NOP-028.2
4-0NOP-028.3
4-ONOP-030
4-ONOP-033. 1

4-0NOP-033.2
4-ONOP-033.3
4-ONOP-038. 1

4-0NOP-041.3
4-0NOP-041.4
4-ONOP-041. 5
4-0NOP-041.6
4-0NOP-046.1
O-ONOP-046.3
4-ONOP-047. 1

0-ONOP-048
4-ONOP-049

4-ONOP-050

5/8/89
5/8/89
8/10/89
12/19/89
8/10/89
8/10/89
1/19/90
1/19/90

1/22/88
5/30/89

'2/12/89

10/13/89

10/31/89
7/24/89

12/12/89

1/19/90
10/26/89

11/9/89
8/8/89
10/3/89
10/30/89
10/26/88
1/19/90
1/19/90
3/24/89
8/10/89
9/15/87
7/27/89
6/29/89
8/10/89
7/27/89
7/6/89

" 7/12/88
12/21/89
4/12/89
5/20/88

1/19/90

Loss of DC Bus 4D01(4B)
Loss of DC Bus 4D23(4A)
Loss of 120V Vital Instrument Panel 4P06
Loss of 120V Vital Instrument Panel 3P07
Loss of 120V Vital Instrument Panel 4P08
Loss of 120Y Vital Instrument Panel 4P09.
Loss of Offsite Power
Restoration of Electrical Systems Following the
Recovery of Offsite Power
4KV BUS 4A or 4B Ground
Loss of Instrument Air
Main Condenser Loss of Vacuum
Response to Spurious Actuation of a Fire/Isolation
Damper
Response to a Fire/Smoke Detection System Alarm
Response to a Reported Fire in the Charging Pump Room
or MCC B Room, Cable Spreading Room or Control Room
Pre-Fire Plan Guidelines and Safe Shutdown Manual
Actions
Emergency Diesel Generator Failure
L'oss of Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS) Air
Conditioning
DC Equipment and Inverter Rooms Supplemental Cooling
Reactor Control System Malfunction
RCC Misalignment
RCC Position Indication Malfunction
Dropped RCC

Loss of Component Cool:ing Water
'pentFuel Pit (SFP) Cooling System Malfunction

Refueling Cavity Seal Failure
Accidents Involving New or Spent Fuel
Fuel Transfer System Manual/Emergency Operation
Excessive Reactor Coolant System Leakage
Excessive Reactor Coolant System Activity
Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunction
Pressurizer Level Control Malfunction
Emergency Boration
Loss of Boration Flowpath(s)-
Loss of Charging Flow Modes 1 Through 3
Off-Normal Critical Heat Tracing System
Re-energizing Safeguard Racks After Loss of Single
Power Supply
Loss of RHR
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4-ONOP-053
4-0NOP-059.4
4-0NOP-059.5
4-0NOP-059.6
4-0NOP-059.7
4-0NOP-059.8
4-ONOP-067
O-ONOP-067.2
4-ONOP-071
0-ONOP-074. 1

5/31/89
6/30/89
2/25/88
1/18/89
1/9/89
9/21/88
6/29/89
5/30/89
7/6/89
11/2/89

4-ONOP-089
4-ONOP-094

4-ONOP-094. 1

O-ONOP-094.2

4-ONOP-099. 1

4-ONOP-100
0-ONOP-105
ONOP 0208.14

ONOP 0208. 15
ONOP 1108. 1

ONOP 1208. 1

10/20/88
12/7/89

1/18/90
1/17/89

11/9/89
10/27/89
11/9/89
5/12/89

6/14/89
1/19/90
9/21/89

ONOP 1568. 1 4/7/88

ONOP 2608.2
ONOP 3108.2
ONOP 3208. 1

ONOP 3308. 1

ONOP 3408. 1

ONOP 3408.2
ONOP 5118.1
ONOP 5168.5
ONOP 5508.2

ONOP 7308. 1

ONOP 9108.1
ONOP 9208. 1

ONOP 9308. 1

ONOP 9308.2
ONOP 9408. 1

ONOP 9408.2

5/26/88
10/10/89
3/30/89
1/19/90
5/18/89
1/24/89
8/15/84
10/3/89
4/7/87

3/24/89
7/28/86
10/30/86
4/6/89
4/9/87
1/19/90
1/18/90

ONOP 9408. 3 1/18/90

Loss of Containment Integrity
Excessive Axial Flux Difference
Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation Malfunction
Backup NIS (Gamma Metrics) Malfunction
Intermediate Range Nuclear Instrumentation Malfunction
Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation Malfunction
Inadvertent Release of Radioactive Gas
Inadvertent Release of Radioactive L quid
Steam Generator Tube Leak
Standby Steam Generator Feedwater System Operation .

With Loss of Offsite Power and Loss of Auxiliary
Feedwater
Turbine Runback
Alternative Methods for Containment Post Accident
Nonitoring
Post Accident H2 Monitor Start-Up
Post Accident Monitoring and Post Accident Sampling
Heat Trace Malfunction
Response to a Metal Impact Monitor Alarm
Fast Load Reduction
Control Room Evacuation
Deviation or Failure of Reactor Protection and Safety
Related Hagan Instrumentation Channels
Annunciator - General
Reactor Coolant Pump Off-Normal Conditions
Pressurizer Power Operated Relief System - (Reliefs
and MOV's) - Malfunction

. Secondary Chemi stry - Operator Actions in the Event of
Deviation from Limits
CVCS - Malfunction of Boron Concentration
High Activity in Component Cooling Water
Malfunction of Residual Heat Removal System
Turbine Plant Cooling Water

Malfunction'ntake

Cooling Water - Malfunction
Intake Cooling Water - Failure of System
WDS - Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Off-Normal Operation
Waste Holdup Tank-Pump Back System
WDS — off Normal Operation, Gaseous Waste Disposal
System
Malfunction of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
Main Transformer - Malfunction
Auxiliary Transformer - Malfunction
Startup Transformer - Malfunction
"C" Bus Transformer - Malfunction
Loss of "A" or "B" 4KV Bus
Energizing 4KV Buses Using the Cranking Diesels Bus
Tie Lines or Startup Transformer from the Opposite
Unit
Loss of Voltage to "C" 4160 Volt Bus





ONOP 9608. 1 10/2/89
ONOP 9608. 2 8/17/88
ONOP 10308.1 12/19/89

ONOP 11108.1 5/24/89

ONOP 11208. 1 5/28/87

ONOP 12308.2 10/2/89

ONOP 15608.2 3/2/89
ONOP 16708.1 7/24/86

125 -V DC System — Location of Grounds
Auxiliary 125V DC System — Location of Grounds
Control Building Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning System (HVAC)
Process Radiation Monitor — Off-Normal Condition
Operation
Area Radiation Monitoring System (ARMS) Off-Normal
Operation
Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation Verification of
Upper, Lower, and Channel Deviation Alarms
Instrument Air Dryer Malfunction
Spent Fuel Cask Emergency Cooling
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APPENDIX B

TECHNICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS COMMENTS

This appendix contains technical and human factors comments and observations.
Unless specifically stated, these comments are not regulatory requirements.
However, the licensee acknowledged that the factual content of each of these
comments was correct as stated. The licensee further committed to evaluate
each comment, to take appropriate action, and to document that action. These
items will be reviewed during a future NRC inspection.

I. General comments:

e

Although many Turkey Point EOPs were identified as applicable during
modes 1-3 or 1-4, applicability beyond mode 2 was limited to those
infrequent instances where initial entry to the EOPs was made via
ECA-O.O, the loss of all AC power procedure. In the case of the more
probable and only other authorized entry into the EOPs, entry via
E-O, reactor trip or SI, mode applicability of the subordinate EOPs

was limited by the E-0 mode applicability limit to modes 1-2
regardless of the procedure applicability label on the EOP. This
problem stemmed from a deficiency in the WOG ERGs.

The WOG Executive Volume limited ERG entry to initial entry at E-0 or
ECA-O.O; entry to the other ERGs was made by transfers within the
ERGs. All ERGs were originally limited to mode 1 8 2 applicability.
At the request of the members, WOG selectively authorized extension
of mode applicability of certain ERGs beyond mode 2 and added table 1

to the User's Guide to define mode applicability. Although ECA-O.O

applicability was extended to modes 1-4, E-0 applicability was
extended to mode 3 but only when SI was capable of injection. The
end result was that the licensee was unable to enter the EOP network
via E-0 from portions of mode 3 or from lower modes.

During control room walkthroughs of EOPs, the NRC team observed that
magenta lines were on the nameplates of some indications needed for
EOP required operator actions, but not on others. The licensee had
identified some control room indicators with magenta lines in
response to NRC regulatory guide 1.97. The purpose of these lines
was to aid the operators in identifying prefer red instruments to use
in performing EOP required operator actions during an accident. Some

indicators needed for EOP required operator actions had not been
marked with magenta lines because the licensee's selection of
instruments to be marked had not yet been updated to reflect the
upgraded EOPs. The licensee planned to update the magenta markings
during 1990. The team interviewed licensed operators about the
magenta lines, and found that most operators did not clearly
understand the meaning of these markings. 'oints of confusion
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included why some meters were marked and not others, and if unmarked
meters meant they were not enviromentally qualified. The licensee
stated that licensed operators would be .promptly informed about the
meaning of the magenta markings.

The team concluded the upgraded ONOPs were a significant improvement
when compared with the older format ONOPs and commented on the need
for the licensee to expedite upgrade of the remaining old format
ONOPs.

The team found that the term "should" was inappropriately used in
cases where the subject action was required and therefore "shall" was
more suitable. The team's interpretation of "should/shall" .was
consi stant with the ) icensee' definitions of those words in their
writer's guide. Individual instances of this deficiency were not
retained in appendix B.

Recognizing that the results of the detailed control room design
review have not been completely incorporated into the control room,
the team found that control room and in plant equipment labeling was
generally impressive when compared to typical industry standards.

The team noted that Turkey Point had developed procedure "-OSP-300.2,
a surveillance procedure which checked alternate shutdown switch
line up, verified alternate shutdown instrument alignment check, and
verified the inventory of prepositioned alternate shutdown and
general EOP/ONOP support equipment. The NRC concluded that
surveillance of prepositioned EOP/ONOP support equipment was an
excellent inovation.

II 'EOP comments:

4-EOP-E-0 Reactor trip or safety injection

Step Sd RNO: This'tep directed the operator to locally close
the feedwater isolation valves if they could not be closed
manually. This step did not specify which valves. There was
confusion among the operators as to which valves would be
closed.

b. Step 5g: The procedure writer had not capitalized the word
"Off" as required by the writer's guide.

c. Step 6b: A single status board displayed the status of all
Phase A valves. Plant terminology for verification of proper
position was that all lights are "bright". The procedure writer
had incorporated this terminology into a similar verification in
step 16 of this procedure.

d. Step 8a1 RNO: This step required the operator to reduce load on
the diesel generator. The step provided no guidance as to which
loads should be shed. Similar steps in the procedure referenced
Appendix C for guidance.
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Step 9bl RNO: Same comment as d. above.

Step 12a: This step did not include the containment exhaust
fans which also secure during a safety i'njection.

Steps 20b and 20d: These steps implied that there was more than
one indication for SI and RHR flow. There was only one
indication for actual flow.

PSTG DEV, Step 25: The corresponding step in the WOG guidelines
stated "Check if RCPs should be stopped." The EOP basis
document did not address this deviation.

Step 42al RNO: This step instructed the operator to isolate
seal injection. This was a local operator action and was not
stated as such in the procedure. The step did not: include the
identifiers of the valves to be isolated.

Attachment B, Steps lb and 1c: These steps requi red valves and
breakers to be unlocked and operated. The licensee kept the key'or the locks in the control room key locker and this fact was
not specified in the procedure. Step c reversed 864A and 864B
compared to the labels in the plant. The operator required a

ladder to reach the valves cited in step b. There was no ladder
in the area of the valves. The licensee installed the ladder
prior to the exit meeting.

2. 4-EOP-E-1 Loss of reactor or secondary coolant

Step 17b: This step was not identified as a local action.

Step 18: Same as b above.

Step 24b: This step assumed R-15 and R-19 were in service.
R-15 and R-19 may not be in service at this step.

Step 24b: The procedure had not defined "normal". -Various
operators questioned defined it as the pre- trip value; the
absence of an alarm; and the absence of both the alarm and
warning lights.

Attachment A, step 2e: This step was incorrectly identified as
a local action.

f. Attachment A, step 10: This step provided no instruction
concerning tank cleanup prior to restoration to boration
service. The same problem existed in OP-046.

4-EOP-E-3 Steam generator tube rupture

Step 2c RNO: This step contained the term "do" which was not
defined as a branching term in the EOP writer's guide.
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e
b. Step 2c RNO: This step did not contain an observe caution

indication prior to the step transitions

c. Step 3a: The steam dump to atmosphere controller CV-4-1606 did
not contain adequate resolution to precisely read 1060 psig as
required in the step. Additionally, the controller did not
indicate the units of measurement.

d. Step 3b RNO: This step contained multiple action steps in
contrast to the guidance provided in the EOP writer's guide.

e. Step 3d: This step contained a typographical error (a missing
period after step letter designation).

f. Step 3h: This step required an infrequently performed local
action, and should have included valve component identification
(3-10-078 and 4-10-078) to conform to the EOP writer's guide
criteria'.

Step 5 RNO: The term "manually" used in this step was
unnecessary since the operator was previously instructed to
verify the action.

h. Step 7a RNO: Same as b. above.

i. Step 8b RNO: The pressure indicator PI-3-455 did not contain
adequate resolution to precisely read 2335 psig.

j. Step 8b RNO: This step contained a typographical error (a
missing comma before the conditional term THEN).

k. Step 9. RNO: This step contained a transitional term not
defined in the EOP writer's guide and did not follow the format
specified in the EOP writer's guide for transitions to other EOP

procedures.

1. Step 17: This step contained a typographical error (missing "-"
prior to expected response).

m. Step 18 table: This step used an inequality sign in conflict
with the criteria in the EOP writer's guide.

n. Step 18c RNO: Same as a. above.

o. Step 20, caution: The caution prior to step 20 states the RCS

cooldown should be completed before continuing to step 21, and
therefore should be placed prior to step 21.
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P ~ Step 22: This step required RCS subcooling to be maintained at
greater than 50 F in order to continue with the mitigation
strategy. A previous transition to FR-P. 1,'esponse to imminent
pressurized thermal shock condition, step 23, required RCS

subcooling to be maintained between 35 F and 45 F. The
conflicting parameter values caused the operators to hesitate
continuing with step 22 RNO requiring further ,transition to
ECA-3. 1. The licensee had previously identified this and had
communicated it .to the Westinghouse Owner's Group.

Step 23b: This step contained the terms "any" and "both"
highlighted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer'
guide.

Step 32 RNO: This step contained the terms "CDT-Divert" and
"VCT-Normal" which should have been fully capitalized.

Step 34 table: The left column heading format is inconsistent
with the criteria defined in the EOP writer's guide.

Step 35b: This step contained a referencing term "per" not
defined in the EOP writer's guide.

u. Step 36d RNO: Same as step g. above.

v ~ Step 36b RNO: This step incorrectly contained the valve
identification required in Step 36a RNO. The licensee had
recognized the deficiency and taken the appropriate actions to
correct it.
Step 37a RNO: This step contained capitalization inconsistent
with the criteria defined in the EOP writer's guide.

Step 38: This step contained several component identifications
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide
(verbatim style).

Step 39a RNO: Same as b. above.

z. Step 40bll: The format of this substep was inconsistent with
the EOP writer's guide criteria for conditional statements (WHEN

......., THEN).

4. 4-EOP-ES-0.0 Rediagnosis

Step 3 RNO: This RNO was located too close to step 2

RNO,causing potential confusion.

Foldout Step 2: The EOP basis document was in error in that it
stated that, 10% was the CST low level alarm setpoint. There was
no CST alarm at 10% level.
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Foldout Step 2: Thi s step identified an operator action
setpoint at a CST level of 10%. However, the CST level meter in
the control room had a yellow line at, 5% level.

5. 4-EOP-ES-0. 1 Reactor trip response

Step 2, RNO d: This step required an emergency boration of 60
gpm. The emergency boration flow meter in the control room had
a green band painted on the indicator from 50 to 80 gpm which
could inappropriately lead an operator to believe that 50 gpm
flow was adequate.

Step 9, RNO d: This step referenced Unit 4. It should have
referenced Unit 3.

Attachment B, Steps 10b4b and c: The lighting in the area was
inadequate to perform these steps. The licensee had previously
written a plant PWO to address this.

6. 4-EOP-ES-0.2 Natural circulation cooldown

Step 2. 1.2: This step did not reference step 23b of EOP
ECA-0. 1.

Step 17b: This step did pot specify PVC-4-145 but incorrectly
stated PCV-3-145.

C. Step 27b: Same as b. above.

7. 4-EOP-ES-l. 1 SI terminati on

Step 2: The reset handswitches'ssociated with unit 4, phase A
and phase B containment isolation valves were located on two
panels, QR50 and QR51. These switches were in a different
configuration on each panel. The operators interviewed during
the walkdown indicated that, this had caused some confusion
during resetting.

Step 7d: This step requi red the operator to place one of the
containment spray pumps in the pull-to-lock position. This
would prevent the pump from restarting in the event that plant
conditions changed and the pump was again needed for automatic
actuation. This rendered the system incapable of meeting the
single failure criteria. However, the licensee had a Safety
Evaluation which justified the action from a safety standpoint

PSTG OEY, Step 9b: The ERG required that efforts to achieve
normal letdown, as referenced in the applicable step, should
continue. The reason was that excess letdown may not provide
sufficient flow to offset seal injection at low RCS pressures.
This requi rement was not addressed in the procedure nor was the
lack of the requi rement justified in the deviation document.
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d. Step 9b2: Letdown i sol ati on val ve, CV-4-200B, was labeled as
L/0. Other letdown valves were labeled as L/D.

e. Step 13a: The step referred to "stream dump" vs." steam dump."

f. PSTG DEV, Step 15c RNO: The response to this step required that
feed flow to any S/G be stopped with a narrow range level
greater than 50 percent. This did not agree with the ERG which
specified that the feed flow be stopped if the narrow range
indication was above 50 percent and the level was increasing.

g. Step 20a9: Local indication was required but not specified.
This led to some operator confusion.

8. 4-EOP-ES-0.2 Natural circulation cooldown

a. Step 2. 1.2: This step did not r eference step 23.b of EOP
ECA-0. 1.

b. Step 17b: This step did not specify PCV-4-145 but incorrectly
stated PCV-3-145.

c. Step 27b: Same as b. above.

9. 4-EOP-ES-0.3 Natural circulation cooldown with steam void in vessel
with RVLMS (QSPDS)

a. Steps 4d RNO and 4e: These steps used the word "slowly"
without clarification, contrary to the EOP writer's guide
paragraph 5.4.4.

b. Step 8b RNO: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
"isolate".

c. Step 9b: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
"adjust".

d. Step 13a: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
"cool".

10. 4-EOP-ES-0.4 Natural circulation cooldown with steam void in vessel
(without RVLMS)

a. Step 5a: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb "use".

11. 4-EOP-ES-1.2 Post LOCA cooldown and depressurization

a. Step 2c RNO: This step contained the referencing term "refer
to" not defined in the EOP writer's guide.

b. Step 3: This step contained component identification formatted
in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide (verbatim
style).





d.

Step 3, caution: This caution did not contain reference to
potential hazard to plant or personnel as described in the EOP

writer's guide.

Step 5: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide.

Step 9a RNO: This step contained a component identification
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer' guide.

Step 10c RNO: This step did not contain an "observe caution"
indication prior to the transition.

g

h.

Step 10d7: Same as a. above

Step lid RNO: Same as f. above.

Step 13a RNO: Same as f. above.

Step 13c RNO: Same as a. above.

Step 14d: This step contained the term "either" highlighted in a

manner undefined in the EOP writer's guide.

Step 18b: This step contained the referencing term "per" not
defined in the EOP writer's guide.

n.

Step 19: Same as b. above.

Step 2la RNO: This step contained the term "do" which is not
defined as a branching term in the EOP writer's guide.

o. Step 22: This step contained several uses of highlighting
inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide (Off, Disable).

p Attachment A: Page one of the Attachment did not contain a

descriptive title.
12. 4-EOP-ES-1.3 Transfer to cold leg recirculation

a. Step 2.1.6: This step allowed entry into this procedure from
any "other procedures" based on RMST level. This was not
limited to entry from only other EOPs.

b. Step 3, caution: This caution was not in bold print, while
other cautions were bold. Also, it identified an operator
action setpoint (high-head SI pump shutoff head pressure), but
failed to give the value of that setpoint.

Step 7b RNO: This RNO required the operator to consult with the
TSC staff. However, the TSC may not be manned by this time in
the accident.
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d. Step 17, note: Flow indicator number F'l-3-605 was in error-

the correct number was F1-4-605.

e. 'tep 18 RNO: The order of substeps was incorrect. Substep c .

(When RWST level ....) must be performed first to prevent
by-passing it.

f. Step 28b: The word "check" was superfluous, in that the action
word "verify" already applied to this substep.

g. Attachment A, step 2e: "Locally" was incorrect -these actions
must be done from the control room.

h. Attachment B, caution: This caution failed to use bold print.
Also, EDG load limits were given in KW, but the control room
meter was labeled in MW.

13. 4-EOP-ES-1.4 Transfer to hot leg recirculation

a. Step 5a RNO: This step contained a component identification
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide.

b. Step 7b RNO: The flow indicator FI-4-605 used in this step
contained a band (0 to 9k) well beyond the normal operating
range (3 to 3.8k). Several operators noted difficulty using this
indicator due to the scale resolution.

c. Step 10: The term "open" used with "verify open" in this step
was unnecessary since the operator was instructed to verify the
action.

d. Step 12b RNO: Same as a. above.

e. Step 13: Same as c. above.

14. 4-EOP-ES-3 ~ 1 Post-SGTR cooldown using backfill

a. 'Step la RNO: This step contained the branching term "refer to"
which was not defined in the EOP writer's g'vide.

b. Step 3c RNO: This step required the use of curve III.1 Minimum
Shutdown Boron vs. Burnup in the Plant Curve Book. The labeling
within the body of this curve did follow the guidance provided
in the EOP writer's guide.

c. Step Sb: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide.

e
d. Step 10b: Same as a. above.
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15. 4-EOP-ES-3.2 Post-SGTR cooldown using blowdown

Step la RNO: This step did not designate the if/then statement
as a local action.

Step 3a: It was not clear why S/G boron concentration was an
input to the SCM calculation when using blowdown cooling.

C. Step 10f: Incorrectly labeled 10d

Step 11 RNO: The licensee had removed the orifice from the unit
blowdown line to the condensor, apparently to prevent salt water
intrusion. No replacement orifice or equivalent spool piece was
prepositioned. The procedure did not specify fitting location.

Step 11 RNO: It would require approximately 100 ft of hose
suitable for low pressure steam service, saddles, fittings, and
cutting through the vital area security fence to make up the
unit 4 blowdown to waste holdup line. Since this equipment was
not prepositioned, significant delay would result as required
components were assembled. During procedure walkthrough , the
team was unable to confirm that the connection had ever been
made up or that the proper trades had been trained in this EOP

step. The same problem exi sted on the unit 3 side except that
cutting the security fence could probably be avoided.

The NRC concluded that the high pitch and worn nonskid coat of
the control room roof diamond plate walkway ramp constituted a
personnel safety hazard.

Q Step 17e and elsewhere in this and other procedures: The
writer's guide did not define the term "refer to" used in these
EOPs.

16. 4-EOP-ES-3.3 Post SGTR cooldown using steam dump

Step la RNO: The "then" action was not designated a local
action.

b. Step 2: The writer's guide definition of "check" appeared to
prohibit substep realignment of equipment when the high level
step was a check step.

c. " Step 3a: This step did not provide a reference for the boron
calculation which included S/G boron concentration. It appeared
that ther e was no need to consider S/G boron levels in this
ca 1 cul ati on.

17. 4-EOP-ECA-O.O Loss of AC power

Step 2b RNO: This step did not state the title of key 17.
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b. Step 6c: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
"synchroni ze" .

c. Step ll RNO: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
"identify". Also, the conditional when statement was placed
after the transition to step 12.

d. Step 12c9: This step improper ly numbered main steam line
radiation monito'rs. Numbers on the valves were:

o 4-10-NNA-4A
o 4-10-NNA-4B
o 4-10-NNA-4C

Valve numbers in this emergency procedure were:

4-10-NNA-3A
4-10-NNA-3B
4-10-NNA-3C

e. Step 12c RNO 10: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
adjust

f. Step 14 RNO: This step did not list alternate makeup sources to
the CST, including priorities and methods.

PSTG DEV, Step 24: Neither thi.s step nor subsequent steps
verified battery chargers reenergized if there was no safety
injection, as required by the ERG. If there was safety
injection, then subsequent steps did reenergize battery
chargers. This EOP step deviation from the ERG was not
justified in the EOP basis document.

h. Step 24c: This step erroneously directed the operator to verify
that emergency lighting was loaded on an energized 4KY bus. The
emergency lighting was powered from vital dc electrical power,
not a 4KV bus. The intention of the procedure at this point was
apparently to leave emergency lighting powered from the vital dc
batteries, and to not switch on the normal lighting in order to
minimize the loads on the 4KV bus.

i. Step 24d: Mhen all ac power was lost, the paging system and
related control room ability to communicate with auxiliary
operators was lost. Portable radios were available for NLOs and
RCOs to use, but the NLOs were not trained to get a radio when
all ac power was lost.

18. 4-EOP-ECA-0. 1 Loss of all AC power recovery without SI required

a. Step 3b: This step required air pressure to be verified greater
than 89 psig. The instrument indication was in five pound
increments.
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Step 9, caution: The EOP setpoint documents referred to a CST
low level alarm setpoint. This low level alarm did not exist.

19. 4-EOP-ECA-0.2 Loss of all AC power recovery with SI required

Step 2: Step 2 required the operator to verify amber lights on
panel VPB. The licensee had not labeled panel VPB in the
control room.

b.

C.

Step 3 RNO: This step required the operator to locally shut CCW
4-736 return isolation valve outside containment. The valve
would be in a high radiation area under accident conditions.

Step 4 Caution: The first bullet'n the caution stated the
limits in KW, but the meter was graduated in MW. In all
referenced loads the power rating was stated in KW.

Step 4 Caution: The second bullet in the caution limits the
cranking diesels to '5000 KW. There was no indication of KW for
the cranking diesels in the control room.

e. Step 4 Caution: The limit of 5000 KW is based on the operation
of two diesels (2500 KW each). There was no indication in the
control room that indicated the number of cranking diesels that
were operating.

Step 9a RNO: This step required that the operator align AFW

valves and verify operability but did not speci fy the valve
alignment.

Steps 6 and 7 Attachment A: These steps did not specify
operation of four of the breakers.

20. 4-EOP-ECA-"1. 1 Loss of emergency coolant recirculation

Step 2: This step did not specify the number of emergency
containment coolers to be run. E-0 step 11 specifies two
emergency containment coolers.

Step 5a RNO: This step did not instruct the operator to start
the computer room chiller.

c. Step ll Caution: The caution did not specify that both seal
" injection and CCW were the subject of the caution.

Step 12a3: This step contained a typo: "locallyverify" was not
expressed as two words.

Step 13b RNO: The operator could not read the minimum SI flow
requirements from figure ECA-11-1 on the control board
indicator.
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Step 12a8: This step did not specify the valves to be used to
align CCM to the RCP seal and thermal barrier.

Step 16: This step required the operator to secure RHR and high
head SI pumps. This leaves the unit without charging, seal
injection or SI until the charging is established in step 17.

Step 17b: This step required the operator to adjust the
charging flow to 20 gpm. The 20 gpm value could not be'read on
the control room meter for charging flow.

Step 23: This step did not specify which indication the
operator should use to "check RCS temperature greater 'than 200
degrees".

Step 26: In the instruction "Try To Add Makeup To RCS From
Alternate Source", the phrase alternate source was confusing to
the operator. The instruction is describing the VCT as an
alternate source.

21.

k. Step 32: This step did not specify which indication the
operator should use to "check RCS temperature less than 325
degrees".

4-EOP-ECA-1.2 LOCA outside containment

No comments

22. 4-EOP-ECA-3. 1 SGTR with loss of reactor coolant — subcooled
recovery desired

Step 4 RNO: Substep c1 did not refer to attachment B but rather
to attachment C.

Step 4 RNO: Substep fl did not refer to key 30 but rather key
29.

Step 8a3: This step required that the operator check the spent
fuel pit SPING-4 monitor but unit 4 used the plant vent SPING
monitor.

Step 29: This step failed to verify S/G B/D liquid sample
valves, MOV-4-1425, 1426, and 1427, closed.

e. Step 36b: This step required that the operator check that
number one seal leak-off temperature was less than 215 degrees
F. The operators used recorder TR420 which had two scales,
0-100 and 0 to 300. The recorder paper scale was 0 to 300. The
0 to 100 scale was inappropriate.
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23. 4-EOP-ECA-2. 1 Uncontrol led depressurization of al 1 steam
generators

Step 6c: This step did not define "normal" but appeared to .

refer to R-15 and R-19 readouts and sampling results.

b.

C.

Step 30: The use of check in the high level action statement
and verify in substep 30a appeared to be in conflict with the
writer's guide definition of check.

Step 30a RNO: With "verify" in the step 30a AER statement, the
RNO was not required.

Attachment a, last bullet: "At saturation" implied, an equality;
RCS cold l eg temper atures would be approximately equal to
saturation temperature for S/G pressure.

25. 4-EOP-ECA-3.2 SGTR with loss of reactor coolant - saturated recovery
desired

PSTG DEV, Step 4a RNO: This step applied to all intact S/Gs,
but the ERG stated "at least one S/G". This EOP step deviation
from the ERG was not justified in the EOP basis document.

b. Step 13 RNO: This RNO did not relate to substep 13b; it only
related to substep 13a.

Step 13b: This step required maintaining RVLNS (QSPDS) greater
than 40 percent. However, the control room indication gave two
numbers for reactor vessel level: head level and plenum level.
The step did not specify which of these two level indications
to use.

PSTG DEY; Step 15a RNO: This RNO stated: "Go to Step 16", and
failed to verify natural circulation as required by the ERG.

This EOP step deviation from the ERG was not justified in the
EOP basis document.

e. Step 18c: The same comment about RVLNS applies as in step 13b.

Step 22 RNO: The words "Refer to" were used here and were not
defined in the EOP writer.'s guide.

Step 25f: This step required the operator to establish
feedwater, but failed to state the applicable OP.

25. 4-EOP-ECA-3.3 SGTR without pressurizer pressure control

a. Step 4a: Initiating auxiliary spray with letdown secured would
result in a thermal shock; no requirement was included to log
the shock.
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Step 5c: Addition of "either of" in the high level action
statement shifted the subordinate bullets "or" gate to the rare
but allowed "exclusive" case, as discussed on page 22 of the
writer's guide. Given that definition, step 5c continued to 5d
with either but not both bullet conditions. Given neither
bullet or given both bullets, 5c AER shifted to RNO. If this
exclusive "or" use was intentional, the phrase "but not both"
required by paragraph 5.3.3. 11 of the writer's guide was
ommitted from the step.

t

Step Sc RNO: PTN documentation did not discuss whether
unaccomplished "when" statements remain open on transfer to
another procedure (e.g. with step Sc RNO unaccomplished, at
step6c RNO transfer to E-3 what is the status of the "when"
statement?).

Step 10: Use of "check" in the high level action statement and
"establish" in substep 10b appeared to conflict with the
writer's guide definition of "check".

Step 11: Use of "verify" rather than "check" appeared to be
incorrect.

4

Step 13e: The word "adjust" was used without specification of
an adjustment goal. (It appeared that adjustment meant open
enough to permit letdown restoration without lifting a

downstream relief; however the method or amount was not given).

g. Step 16: Incorporation of the substep 16b action statement
under the high level action statement "check" appeared to
conflict with the writer's guide definition of check.

Step 16 a RNO: With "verify" in the AER, the RNO was not
required..

Step 17a: This step did not specify its action to be a local
action step.

Step 22 note: The second sentence contained a passive voice
action statement concerning transfer to E-3 ~ Although this was
allowed'by the writer's guide, no downstream action statement
exi sted to implement the transfer when applicable.

I

Step 30: The high level action statement depressurizes "to 450
PSIG". Subs'tep b checks pressure less than 450.

III. FR comments:

1. 4-EOP-FR-C. 1 Response to inadequate core cooling

Step 20: This step referenced flow indicators for the RHR pump
flow. There was only one indicator.
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2. '-EOP-FR-C.2 Response to degraded core cooling

a ~ Step 1, caution: This caution incorrectly contains b'oth an
operator action and a required transition to another procedure.

b. Step 3c RNO: This step contains conditional action which is
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide
criteria.

C. Step 3e: This step contains a typographical error (CLOSE should
be CLOSED).

Step 6a RNO: This step did not contain an observe caution
indication prior to the transition.

e. Step 10, caution: Same as a. above.

3 ~ 4-EOP-FR-H. 1 Response to loss of secondary heat sink

a. EOP basis document, title page: This page was incorrectly
labeled unit 3. The licensee corrected this prior to the end of
this inspection.

PSTG DEV Step 2.0 entry conditions: The licensee's addition of
a direct entry from abnormal procedure ONOP-7308. 1 to FR-H. 1 was .
a significant deviation from the fundamental usage rules
contain'ed in the WOG ERG user's guide. The deviation was
inadequately evaluated and documented. The team concluded that
this deviation vio'lated the integrity and operability of the WOG

ERGs as applied to the PTN EOPs.

The WOG user's guide limited entry to the ERGs to E-0 or
ECA-0.0. The WOG user's guide also prohibited initiation of
critical safety function status tree moni toring until a
specified step in E-0 or upon transfer from E-0/ECA-0.0.

The licensee's decision to deviate from the usage rules and
enter FR-H. 1 directly from ONOP-7308. 1 resulted in:

Violation of the WOG ERG entry condition limitations
rule, a fundamental part of the ERG mitigation
strategy.

Entry into FR-H. 1 without initiating CSFST monitoring.

The potential for transfers from H. 1 to E-l, ES-1.3
and "procedure in effect" without CSFST monitoring.
Downstream transfers from E-1 and ES-1. 1 to other
EOPs without CSFST monitoring were also possible.
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The evaluation which accompanied the procedure change which
initiated this FR-H. 1 direct entry from the ONOP concluded that
no 10 CFR 50.59 determination was required. None was conducted.

When informed of this problem, the licensee immediately began a
review to establish the validity of the comments. The licensee
concurred that a procedure change was required and issued a
Revision dated January 30, 1990, removing the ONOP entry to
FR"M. 1.

In view of the EOP. entry problem described in b above, the team
checked entry conditions for all unit 3 and 4 EOPs. Only one
other such problem was noted and that was the ES-1 ' page 3
statement that the procedure was entered "... from other
procedures whenever ...". The licensee stated the intent was to
limit this to other EOPs, acknowledged that clarification was
desireable, and commited to clarify that phrase.

Step 1, first caution: PTN AFW system consisted of three
common pumps. The accident analysis presumed one pump was
inoperative, the second pump was lost on a train outage and one
pump survived. Since one pump was not capable of providing 390
gpm in the dual unit demand case, E-0 step 7cRNO imposed an AFW

flow procedural limit of 300 gpm per unit in subsequent steps
and procedures. Since the E-0 RNO wording did not discuss
application to cautions, confusion arose about whether the
caution 390 gpm should be changed to 300 gpm.

The NRC noted reflected glare from several meters. The licensee
was aware of the problem; resolution was pending lighting
surveys.

Step 1, third caution: Use of the word "slowly" was contrary to
paragraph 5.4.4.4 of the writer's guide.

Step 8e: Should there be an alternative involving unit 1 power
reduction?

PSTG DEV Step 10e2 and supporting basis: Although the ERG and
the PTN basis considered the alternative of steam dump to the
condensor, this step closed all MSIVs. and bypasses eliminating
that option.

Step 17b: Since the meter divisions were 5 psig per division,
following the HF read to half division accuracy rule, the
operator was not able to discriminate 89 psig from the meter.
The NRC noted that the alarm was set at 89 psig and should
suffice to thi s requirement if operable.

Step 18 basis: The last sentence was incomplete (e.g. ".
~ . RCS

inventory depletion will occur from the open single generator(s)
is being ...".
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k. Step 19a RNO: The RNO considered only EDG availability'. An EDG
can be available and not supplying power.

l. Step 19b RNO: Two of three licensed operators were unable to
explain the purpose of this step.

m. Step 22: No direction was provided to cover a dual unit SI
demand with less than two SI pumps on one unit. The licensee
indicated that PTN was not required to address dual unit SI.

n. Step 26 basis: The first deviation was incorrect. The ERG did
not use the phrase "as necessary".

Step 26b: The step required maximum charging flow implying
full flow from three pumps. If the simulator was plant
representative, the charging reliefs will lift with the two
pumps at maximum flow and the third pump significantly below
maximum flow. PTN had identified this prior to this inspection.
Engineering has been tasked to evaluate three charging pump
operation.

p. Step 27, second caution: Use of "slowly" was prohibited by
paragraph 5.4.4.4 of the writer's guide.

q. Step 37 basis: The fourth sentence was incorrect; FR-Z. 1 cannot
be relied upon to initiate containment spray. Entry to FR-H. 1

was a red path on F-0.3, heat sink. Since F-0.3 was a senior
tree to F-0.5, when in FR-H. 1 with a red path on F-0.3, the
operators would not - react to an orange path on F-0.5 and
therefore would not be routed to FR-Z. 1.

r. Step 44: The high level statement is "check"; the substeps
included action to close the PORV.

4. 4-EOP-FR-H.4 Response to loss of normal steam release capabilities

a. No comment.

5. 4-EOP-FR-H.5 Response to steam generator low level

6.

a. No comments.
P

4-EOP-FR-I. 1 Response to high pressurizer level

a. Cover page: This unit 4 procedure was erroneously designated
for "Unit 3". The licensee corrected this prior to the end of
the inspection.

b. Step 2b: This step required the operator to determine 89 psig
on an instrument air pressure gage that had five psig increments.
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c. Step 9 RNO dl: This step specified key 29, which was the wrong
key. Key 30 was the correct key for unit 4, and key 29 was the
key for unit 3. The licensee verified that the two keys were
identical, and that either would work for both units. In
addition, the licensee stated that the labeling problem would be
corrected.

7. 4-EOP-FR-I.3 Response to voids in reactor vessel

a. Step 9a: This action step requires pressure be at least 100 psi
less than the TS limit. Operators were not sure what TS limit
was being referred to (i.e. reactor vessel cooldown limit, OMS

actuation limit.)
b. Step 16a: The RCS head vent fuses were listed with the wrong

vent valves and vent valves were listed without fuses. The
correct list was as follows:

*4101 for SV-4-6318A
"4102 for SV-4-6318B
"4105 for SV-4-6320B
"4106 for SV-4-6320A

c. Attachment B Step 3, second bullet: Valve ll-HV-2 was upstream
of FI-2204 or FE-1466 in lieu of" FI-1406. Ref. drawing
5610-T-E-4534, sheet 1.

d. Attachment B Step 6a: As shown on drawing 5610-T-E-4534, valve
11-HV-2 was upstream of FE-1466, not FI-1466 as stated.

8. 4-EOP-FR-I.2 Response to low pressurizer level

a. Paragraph 1.2: This procedure illustrated the mode
applicability problem discussed in paragraph I of this appendix.

9. 4-EOP-FR-P. 1 Response to imminent pressurized thermal shock
condition

a. Step 1 Caution: This caution was confusing as written. What
the caution did not state was "low flow indication is not
available when using the Main feedwater flow instrumention and
an alternate source of feedwater".

b. Step le2 RNO: This step did not require the plant operator to
open the breaker and manually close the steam supply aux
feedwater valve as instructed in other procedures.

c. Step 9: This step required the operator to secure the RHR and
high head SI pumps. This leaves the unit without, charging, seal
injection or SI until charging is established in step 10.



d. Step 10b: The step required the operator to adjust the charging
flow to 20 gpm. 20 gpm could not be read on the control room
charging flow meter.

e. Step 13a8: This step did not identify the valves necessary to
align CCW to the RCP and thermal barrier.

f. Step 16a RNO: This substep contained more than one action.

g. Step 16b second bullet: The ACC value for pressurizer level
should have been truncated at 50 percent instead of 31 percent
as stated in the calculations.

h. Step 17 Caution: This Caution did not state that a decrease in
RCS temperature will also resu')t in excessive reactor vessel
stress.

Step 19e: This step required the operator to "adjust" the low
pressure letdown controller. However the plant practice is to
take manual control and "throttle" instead of changing the
automatic control setpoints.

Step 19: This step did not instruct the operator to return the
low Pressure letdown controller to automatic control or to
setpoint.

k. Step 20b RNO: This substep required that the operator verify
auto transfer of charging pump suction to VCT, but did not
indicate the setpoint.

10. 4-EOP-FR-P.2 Response to anticipated pressurized thermal shock
condition

a. Step 3 RNO: This step contained a component identification
formatted in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide..

ll. 4-EOP-FR-S. 1 Response to nuclear power generation/ATWS

a. Step 4a: This step did not specify the number of charging pumps
to start.

b. Step 4b3: This step required the operator only start one boric
acid pump rated at 60 gpm. Part 1 of the substep required the

" operator to start more than one charging pump each rated at 75
gpm.

c. Step 4e2 RNO: This step did not verify containment ventilation
isolation in the same manner as that listed in E-0 step 12.
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d. Step 5: There was no note warning the operator to avoid
tripping the mid and east bus generator OCBs until the turbine
trip is verified.

12. 4-EOP-FR-S.2 Response to loss of core shutdown

a. No comments.

13. 4-EOP-FR-Z. 1 Response to high containment pressure

a. Step 3a RNO: This step contained the branching term "as
directed" not defined in the EOP writer's guide.

b. Step 4c: This step did not contain an observe caution
indication prior to the transition. The caution prior to step 5
should be noted prior to transitioning to step 5.

c. Step 5b: This step did not contain adequate detail to enable
the operator to determine adequate RHR pump discharge capacity
to support containment spray pump operation.

d. Step 5 RNO: This step contained the term "do" which was not
defined as a branching term in the EOP writer's guide.

e. Step 8: This step contained multiple examples of expected
responses formatted differently from the standard numerical
convention used in the EOPs (e.g. 2 vs. two).

14. 4-EOP-FR-Z.2 Response to containment flooding

a. No comment.

15. 4-EOP-FR-Z.3 Response to high containment radiation level

a. Step la: This step did not specify securing BOTH Units
Containment purge EXHAUST and SUPPLY fans. Either fan can
supply either unit.

b. Step la RNO: This step did not list the four fans that needed to'e stopped.

c. Step lb: This step did not specify containment purge supply and
exhaust valves.

d. Step lb RNO: This step did not specify the four containment
purge valves either by their name or number.

e. Step 1d: This step instructed the operator to "verify control
room ventilation isolation". There were 14 components required
to operate on a control room isolation. Neither these
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components nor their position on an isolation were listed in the
procedure. This failure caused confusion to the operators.

IV. CSFST comments:

1. 4-EOP-F-0 Critical safety function status trees

t a. Rules of usage 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4: These rules require the
operator to stop the procedure in effect and initiate functional
restoration procedures on receipt of a red, orange, or yellow
path. They do not state that exceptions to these rules exist
where, in certain EOPs, entry into FRPs is prohibited.

b. Step la RNO: The EOP writer's guide did not define the verb
II use II

2. 4-EOP-F-O, Enclosure F-0.2 Core cooling

a. The unit 4 SPDS did not agree with the procedure display in that
the 'yes'/'no'ogic order was reversed. A placard was attached
to the SPDS stating that the CSFST monitoring was for
information only. The operators interviewed stated that only the
fold-out was to be used. However, the licensee reported that
corrections were in progress and the monitoring system wi 11 be
corrected.

b. The SPDS screen and keyboard were not oriented to where the
screen was facing the operator when the operator was seated at
the desk nor was the keyboard within an arm's reach.

3. 4-EOP-F-O, Enclosure F-0.3 Heat sink

a. The NRC noted that the PTN SPDS had not been upgraded to the WOG

ERG revision la CSFSTs.

b. PSTG DEV Step 3.6 of the basic procedure (F-0): "Termination"
of the ongoing response was an undocumented deviation from the
ERG requirement to "suspend" it.

4. 4-EOP-F-O, Enclosure F-0.4 Integrity

a. No comments.

5. 4-ESP-F-O, Enclosure F-0.5'ontainment

a. The question in the first block asked if the containment
pressure was greater than 59 psig, but the instrument used to
measure containment pressure had five psig divisions.
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1. 4-0NOP-003.4 Loss of dc bus 4D01(4B)

a. Step 5.2 ~ 3, note:. Thi s note required that breaker 4D01-44 be
unlocked with a key obtained from the NWE. The key number was
not denoted.

2. 3-0NOP-003.5 Loss of DC bus 3D23 (3B)

a. Attachment 2: The attachment incorrectly listed CV-3-310B as
being powered from 3D23.

3. 4-0NOP-003.6 Loss of 120V vital instrument panel 4P06

a. Step 5. 1.4.2 and elsewhere in this procedure: The team noted
that the ONOP nomenclature "CH3, CH2" differed from the
equipment label "CH 2 5 3". This difference resulted from
operator input to the procedure group based upon technical
information. The nomenclature difference was evaluated as
acceptable by the NRC.

b. Step 5.4.4 caution: The caution was incorrectly positioned. It
applied to step 5.4.6

c. Step 5.4. 11: The NRC noted that the main power supply on 4P06
consisted of two 100 ampere breakers which were designed to be
pinned and operated together. The coupling pin was missing.

d. Attachment 1: The title line ommitted "functions" lost on loss
of 4P06.

4. 3-0NOP-003.7 Loss of 120Y vital instrument panel 3P07

a. Step 2.2.3: Annunciator B7/I did not read NIS or RPI Rod Drop,
Turbine Runback, Rod Stop.

b. Step 5.2. 1, Note: The Note did not specify Tavg within 5

degrees of Tref.

c. Step 5.4. 1: The AC output breaker was not identified as "System
Output" breaker on the inverter and with the number CB6. Refer
to the Note at step 5.4.7.3.

4-0NOP-003.8 Loss of 120v vital instrument panel 4P08

a. Step 4 ~ 1.3: This step contained the action verb "note" not
defined in the action verb list.

0
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b. Step 5.0, note: This note contained an operator action and

required a step transition inconsistent with the criteria
defined in O-ADM-108.

c. Step 5. 1.8: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

d. Step 5. 1.9: Same as c. above.

e. Step 5. 1. 10: This step contained a referencing term not defined
in O-ADM-108.

f. Step 5.4.5: Same as c. above.

g. Attachment 2: The format of this attachment did not conform to
the capitalization criteria for tables defined in the writer'
guide.

6. 4-ONOP-004 Loss of offsite power

a. Step 5.7.7: This step required the operator to notify the Unit
1 and Unit 2 control room to p'erform certain steps to start the
cranking diesels and close certain breakers. The licensee
committed to reassign this responsibility to the Turkey Point
Nuclear Units 3 and 4. This comment applies also to ONOP-074. 1.

b. Step 5.7.8: The word "diesel" should be "diesels."

c. Step 5.9, caution 1: The caution stated that the EDG should not
exceed the 2000 hour rating of 2850KW. However, the control
room indication was in MW.

4-ONOP-004. 1 Restoration of electrical systems following the
recovery of offsite'power

a. Step 5. 1.4: This step did not indicate that it was to be
performed locally. This deficiency occurred at several places in
this procedure.

b. Step 5. 1.5: The volt meter was labeled in KVs and in increments
of 100. The step referenced volts (4160). The terminology was
consistent throughout the procedure.

Step 5.2. 11.3: The, referenced breaker, identified numerically
as 3AB21 in this step, was for a condensate pump. This
reference was in error in that the breaker this step intended to
identify was the B EDG to 3B 4KV Bus breaker number 3AB20.
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8. 4-0NOP-005.4 4KV bus 4A or 4B ground

a. No comments

4-ONOP-013 Loss of instrument air

Step 4. 1: This step required that the operator determine
instrument air pressure on the local air receiver pressure
indicator, PI-~-1439. Indicator PI-*-1439 was mounted very high
(greater than 10 feet) and was difficult to read accurately.

b. Step 5.5. 1: This step did not clearly state which moisture
traps were intended to be checked.

c. Step 5.5.3: This step required that the operator check the
pressure drop across the after filters and air dryers. The
operators in the field were not sure which instruments to check.
The pressure indicators to be used to determine pressure drop
were not specified.

d. Step 5.7: This step required that the operator comply with TS,
Section 3,0 and TS, Section 3.8. This step did not specifically
state the information being called to the operator s attention.

e. Step l.a, attachment 1: The control labels on the diesel air
compressors were not readable. This was generically true on the
diesel air compressors.

f. Step 1.c, attachment 1: This step had an "IF" statement but
omitted the "THEN" logic statement heading.

10. 0-0NOP-016.2 Response to spuirious actuation of a fire/isolation
damper

a. Four dampers were selected and reviewed from the local graphic
indicating panel in the auxiliary building. The results were as
follows: Damper no. FD59A had no identifying label and dampers
FD38A, FD26A and FD39A had the older style labels that could not
be read from the floor level.

11. O-ONOP-016.8 Response to a fire/smoke detection system alarm

a. No comments

12. 4-0NOP-016.9 Response to a reported fire in the charging pump room,
NCC B room, cable spreading room or control room

a. Step 5.3.5.3: This step did not specify a licensed operator was
required. The licensee indicated this requi rement was included
in operator training.
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13. O-ONOP-016.10 Pre-Fire plan guidelines and safe shutdown manual
actions

a. The drawing in the fire procedure was too small and of poor
quality to read.

14. O-ONOP-023.2 Emergency diesel generator failure

a. Step 7 RNO: This RNO required that the operator reset, the
overspeed trip lever on the front of the EDG. The overspeed
trip lever was not identified and the operat'or did not know
which lever was the overspeed trip lever.

15. O-ONOP-025.2 Loss of control room ventilation system (CRVS) air
conditioning.

a. Step 5.6: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5.8: Same as a. above.

c. Step 5. 11: Same as a. above.

16. O-ONOP-025.3 DC equipment and inverter rooms supplemental cooling

a. Step 5. 1: This step contained terms highlighted in a manner
inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5. 1.2: The action verb "Open" used in this step was
unnecessary since the operator was instructed to verify the
action.

c. Step 5. 1.7: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

d. Step 5.1.10: Same as c. above.

Step 5.1.13: This step contained a referencing term "per" not
defined in O-ADM-108.

f. Step 5.2: Same as c. above.

g. Step 5.2. 1: Same as c. above.
4

h. Step 5.2.3: Same as e. above.

i. Step 5 '.5: Same as e. above.
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J. Step 5.4 ~ 4: The action verb "close"'sed in this step was
~ unnecessary since the operator was instructed to verify the

action.

k. Step 5 '.5: The action verb "open" used in this step was
unnecessary since the operator was instructed to verify the
action.

l. Step 5.4.9: The reference to the location "room 108B" in this
step should have preceded the action of the step to maintain
consistency with the format used in the EOPs.

17. 4-ONOP-028 Reactor control system malfunction

a. Step 2 '.4. 1: The alarm window location identifier was
incorrectly stated.

b. Step 4. 1 ~ 2. 1: This step contained more than one action.

c. Step 4.2: This step referenced the operator to step 4. 1 but
step 4. 1 did not address a whole bank or more than one tripable
but inoperable. This would place the unit in T.S. 3.0. 1

18. 4-ONOP-028. 1 RCC misalignment

a. No comments

19. 4-0NOP-.028.2 RCC position indication malfunction

a. Step 5.3. 1. 1: This step contained logic terms IF and THEN.

They were not highlighted by capitalizing and underlining as
stated in step 5.2. 1. 1 of O-ADM-108.

20. 4-0NOP-028.3 Dropped Rod

a. Step 5. 17.2: Plant design located this panel in the 3B MCC

room. Since this was the only step to be performed outside the
control room during the implemen'tation of this procedure, the
location of the panel should be noted.

b. Step 5. 18: This step did not verify that less than 3 rods were
dropped prior to repeating steps to withdraw rods.

21. 4-ONOP-030 Loss of component cooling water

a. Step 4. 1: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5.1: Same as a. above.
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Step 5.2: Same as a.
above'tep

5.2. 1: This step contained highlighted action verbs.
0-ADM-108 did not contain any defined criteria for the use of
this emphasis technique.

Step 5.6.3. 1: This step required connection of hosing to the
charging pump oil cooler. The hose was not staged securely; it
was found lying on the floor.

Step 5.4: Same as d. above.

Step 5.7: Same as a. above.

Step 5.9: Same as a. above.

22. 4-ONOP-033. 1 Spent fuel pit (SFP) cooling system function

Step 2. 1.4: PI-4-671A was not installed as referenced in the
procedure.

Step 5. 1.3.2: The label was missing in the electrical box for
SFP skimmer pump "on"/"off" switches.

Step 5.1.5.2: This step required that 18C adjust SFP keyway
gate seal air pressure regulator, 4-40-NNA, to 22-24 psig.
However, an additional regulator had been installed downstream
which indicated that the pressure had been reduced to 10 psig.

23. 4-0NOP-033.2 Refueling cavity seal failure

'a. Step 1. 1: The licensee intended that this procedure be utilized
in the event of a catastrophic refueling cavity seal failure
such as the one described in SOER 85-1 and IE Bulletin 84-03.
However, some parts of the procedure were better suited to
mitigating a less severe accident. Furthermore, analytic data
such as refueling bridge radiation levels as a function of time,
pool water level as a function of time, radiation level at which
the refueling bridge operator must evacuate containment and post
accident clean up strategy were not provided to the procedure
writer with the result that the procedure inadequately addressed
some of the mitigation strategy.

Step 2.0 note: In the last line, the word "full" is used and
not "fuel"

Step 3. 1 and 3.2: The alarms stated were not the ones that
would be the most useful and informative to a refueling
operator.
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Step 4.2.5: ONOP steps were required to be performed in order.
This step had not been verified to be in the proper order.

Step 6. 1.4: The referenced drawing was not as descriptive as an
alternate provided to the team. The licensee committed to
correct this reference.

Basis document: The basis document was lacking in specificity.
Many important a'ssumptions and parameters were not reflected in
the basis document. Examples of these are stated in a. above.

24. 4-ONOP-038. 1 Fuel transfer system manual/emergency operation

Steps 5. 10. 1, 5. 10.2, 5. 11.2 8 5. 12.2: The fuel carriage main
power switch, the brake release mechanisms on both motors, and
the frame hoist handwheel engaging lever were not labeled.

Step 5. 11. 12: No instructions were provided for followup
actions to this step, e.g. stand the carriage up, retain in
place, etc.

Spent fuel pool valve 4-12-031 was not labeled with noun name
nomenclature.

25. 4-0NOP-041.4 Excessive reactor coolant system activity

Step 5. 1. 1: Although an analysis for fission product
concentration was required, no gross activity sample was
required. Both were necessary to discriminate between a crud
burst and high fission product activity.

The NRC noted that the unit 3 and unit 4 controlled document
curve book tables for 100/E were 1.5 years old. Since Technical
Specification table 4 . 1-2 'equired a 100/E determination
semi-annually, the 100/E data in the curve book was obsolete and
indicated a possible tech spec violation. Upon investigation,
the inspector determined that 100/E determinations had been made
within the past three months, eliminating the tech spec violation
problem. However, the controlled document process breakdown had
lead to out of date data present in the file in support of the
EOPs. The licensee agreed to determine the cause of the
administrative breakdown and ensure that 100/E determinations
were posted to the. curve book as required.

L

c. Step 5.5: This step directed declaration of an Unusual Event.
This direction conflicts with the PTN Emergency Plan and EPIP
EP-20101. duties of the emergency coordinator, which require
that accident classifications be made from the Eplan and EPIP.
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26. 4-0NOP-041.5 Pressurizer pressure control malfunction

Step 5.4.3: This step identified the backup group B heater
distribution panel B-13 breakers as being located in the north
penetration room. The breaker was actually located in the west
electrical penetration room.

27. 4-0NOP-041.6 Pressurizer level control malfunction

a. Step 4.2: This procedure step referenced level controller
LC-4-459G as the controller for controlling . charging pumps
A,B,and C. However, the correct controller number was LC-4-459F
per drawing 5610-T-D-15.

Step 4.2. 1: Same as item a above.

28. O-ONOP-046.3 Loss of boration flowpath(s)

A majority of the content of this report consisted of repeating
applicable tech specs in a paraphrased way. While the result
was helpful in tracing problems and resolution through the
procedure, the practice runs the risk of diverging from actual
tech specs as tech specs change. Since LCO determinations have
been and will continue to be made from the tech specs, it may
not be desirable to retain the paraphrased tech specs in this
procedures

b.
\

The NRC noted that Turkey Point has committed to upgrade to a
plant specific version of the standard technical specifications.
Incident to that upgrade, at the time of this inspection PTN was
operating under both the "old"

. effective technical
specifications and the new unapproved plant unique technical
specifications, with the rule for operators to adopt the more
stringent case. The team evaluated this approach as acceptable
and benifical to the operators but also as burdensome and
recommended that the shift to the new specifications be
expedited, consistent with training and NRC approval.

Enclosure 1, step 6: The local level indicator measured feet,
not gallons ~ The tank curve was not available to the AO but was
available in the control room.

Enclosure 2, title: The title used the undefined word
"shutdown" rather than the more specific mode identification.

29. 4-ONOP-047. 1 Loss of charging flow in modes 1 through 3

Step 4. 1.2: ,This step required that the operator start any
charging pump that would deliver flow. Step 4. 1. 1 required that
the operator start any operable charging pump.
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Since an operable charging pump would deliver flow, Step 4. 1.2
was redundant.

b. Step 5.20: This step required that the operator verify that the
permissive to block low pzr. pressure SI signal was on. This
step highlighted "low P2R pressure SI signal" but no such status
light existed. The status light read SAFETY INJECTION BLOCK
TRIPPED. Refer to step 5.4. 1 of 4-GOP-305, Hot-standby to cold
shutdown. Al'so, the operator was not required to verify that
the SAFETY INJECTION BLOCKED status light was on following step
5.21 of this procedure.

30. 0-ONOP-048 Off-normal critical heat tracing system
temperature

a. Step 4.2: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5. 1: Same. as a. above.

c. Step 5.6: This step contained a referencing term "per" not
defined in O-ADM-108.

31. 4-ONOP-049 Re-energizing safeguard racks after loss of single power
supply

a. No comments.

32. 4-ONOP-050 Loss of RHR

a. Step 2.2 (alarms): This step did not include alarms for loss of
CCW flow to the RCP motor and thermal barrier.

b. Step 6.c: Manual control for FCV-4-605 is accomplished from the
main control room and from the 10 foot elevation above the RHR

heat exchanger room as specified in the procedure. However,
local control as specified in the RNO was accomplished from the
elevation specified in the RHR heat exchanger room.

c. Step 10e RNO: This step did not reference the valves to be
repositioned.

d. Step 7: This step does not specify a minimum flow range.
4

e. Step 22b: This step required opening the RHR pump B discharge
isolation valve 4-754A. The RHR pump B discharge isolation
valve was 4-754B.

0
f. Step 39e: Same as c. above.
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g. Step 44.b: This step requires starting filters. Starting
filter fans is required.

h. Step 47a: The term slowly is not defined.

i. Step 47c(RNO): Same as h. above.

Step 49a: Same as c. above.

33. 4-ONOP-053 Loss of containment integrity

a. Step 2.2 . 2: This step contained a referencing term "per" not
defined in O-ADM-108.

b. Step 4.1: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

c. Step 4.2: Same as b. above.

d. Step 4.3: Same as b. above.

34. 4-0NOP-059.7 Intermediate range nuclear instrumentation malfunction

a. No comment

35 4-0NOP-059.8 Power range nuclear instrumentation malfunction

a. Step 3.3. 1: This step contained capitalization of terms not
defined in O-ADM-108.

Step 3.1 ~ 2.4: This step contained a conditional action
statement formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.
Additionally, this step contains the term "Automatic"
underlined. This form of highlighting ,is not defined in
0 "ADM-108.

c. Step 3.2: Same as a. above.

d. Step 5. 1. 1. 12: This step contained a referencing term "per" not
defined in O-ADM-108.

e. Step 5.1.2.5, caution: This caution contained a= conditional
statement and highlighting. of terms inconsistent with the format

" used in the EOPs.

f. Step 5. 1.2.5,b: This step contained a referencing term "in
accordance with" not defined in O-ADM-108.

g. Step 5.2.2.5, caution: Same as e. above.
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36. 4-ONOP-071 Steam generator tube leak

a. Step 2.2.2: The main steam monitor alarm, DAM 1, was not
referenced.

b. Step 5.2. 1. 1: This step required that the operator notify the
Operations Superintendent-Nuclear. This action was out of place
since step 5.2. 1 was titled "Determine the primary to secondary
leak rate."

c. Step 5.2.4.2: The wording in this sentence was confusing and
would have more appropriately read "S/G Blowdown Sample Valves,
SY-2800, 2801, and 2802 - Closed: Indication on Mezz. level."

37. 4-ONOP-089 Turbine runback

a. Step 2.2.9: Feedwater pump 4A or 4B motor overload alarm (panel
D, window 6-1) was actually feedwater pump 4A or 4B motor
over load trip with the same annunciator number.

38. 4-ONOP-094 Alternate methods for containment post accident
monitoring

a. Ho comments.

39. 4-ONOP-094. 1 Post-accident hydrogen monitor startup

a. Step 5.2.5: The equipment identification for the PAHM-4-001A
valve was worn beyond recognition. Furthermore, the operator
aid mounted on the wall indicating valve identification did not
correspond to the valve identification markings at the valve.

b. Step 5.7. 1: This step contained a reference to an "A-key"
required in the step. The terminology used should denote the
"A-series" description to clarify the identification.

c. Step 5.8: This step contained numerous examples of
capitalization not defined in O-ADM-108.

40. 4-0NOP-094.2 Post accident monitoring and post accident sampling
heat trace malfunction

a. No comment.

41. ONOP-105 Control room evacuation

a. Attachment 3 and 4 Step 10a: This step incorrectly stated 19
remaining transfer switches. There were actually 20 remaining,
transfer switches.





e
Attachment 3 and 4 step 11: This step referred to controlling
parameters displayed on the ASP. The procedure specified using
wide range. The meters on the ASP did not indicate if they were
wide range or narrow range indication.

Attachment 3 and 4 Step 12c: This step referenced the 20 percent
and 60 percent S/G level curves on the ASP. The referenced
"plaque" did not specify what the curves represented.

Attachment 3 and 4 Step 12d: This'tep did not give the
operator guidance as to what the pre-control room evacuation S/G
pressure should have been.

Attachment 3 and 4 Step 21 Caution: This caution stated values
in KÃ and the meter actually read in NM.

Attachment 3 and 4 Step 27: This step would not have restored
RHR until approximately 25 to 35 minutes into the procedure. In
worst case conditions, core boiling could occur in as little as
15 minutes.

Attachment 5 Steps 15c and d: This step required the operator
to lock the breakers open. There was no means for locking the
breakers.

Attachment 5 Steps 18c and d: Same as g. above.

Attachment 5 Steps 25a, c, and 'd: Same as g. above.

Attachment 5 Step 29b: This step incorrectly stated 4AA09,
Cross Tie to 4B "and" 4C Buses.

Attachment 5 Step 35: Same as g. above.

Attachment 5 Step 36: This step required the operator actions
in the reverse order of step 35. The order of step 35 was the
preferred order.

Attachment 5 Step 36b: Same as k. above.

Attachment 5 Step 40a and b: Same as g above.

p. Attachment 5 Step 40a and b: The breakers listed in the step
" did not contain yellow borders as required for dedicated

equipment.

Attachment 5 Step 42a and b: Same as g above.

Attachment 5 Step 42b: Same as p. above.





Attachment 5 Step lib: There were two synchronizing switches.
This step did not specify which switch the operator was to use.
The procedure did not contain a substep specifying which meter
the operator was to read in order to verify "running" bus
voltage.

Attachment 6 Step llc: The values stated in the procedure were
plus or minus 15 percent of 4160V.'his value was outside of
satisfactory performance values of certain dedicated equipment.

Attachment 6 Step .12b: Same as s. above.

v. Attachment 6 Step 12c: Same as t. above.

w. Attachment 6 Step 16b: Same as s. above.

Attachment 6 Step 16c: Same as t. above.

y. Attachment 6 Step 17b: Same as s. above.

z ~
. Attachment 6 Step 17c: Same as t. above.

aa. Attachment 6 Step 20b: Same as s. above.

ab. Attachment 6 Step 20c: Same as t. above.

ac Attachment 6 Step 21b: This step implied performing steps 11
thru 21 every 5 to 10 minutes, but the procedure did not clearly
state the intent of the step.

ad. Attachment 7 Step 17b: This step incorrectly identified the
substep valves as 3 way valves.

ae. Attachment 7 Step 22b: This step incorrectly identified the
noun name of the valve referenced

af.

ag.

Attachment 7 Step 23b: Same as ad. above.

Attachment 4 Step 4c: This procedure step did not specify what
S/G differential pressure the operator was to monitor, for
example: Steam pressure to feed pressure or pressure between
S/Gs.

Attachment 9 Step 9: This step did not provide the operator
guidance on where to 'stop depressurization. Note 14

required'he

operator to stop at 1200 psig. for a nine hour soak.

ai. Attachment 9 Step ll: The actions performed in step 11 are the
same action required to verify natural circulation, but the
procedure did not state "verify natural circulation".
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aj. Attachment 9 Step 10: The actions stated in the RNO column are
specific for an "unexpected increase" in pressurizer level.

ak. Attachment 9 Step 12a: This step did not specify the
instrumentation to be used in determining RCS temperature less
than 380 degrees.

al

am

an.

Attachment 9 Step 16d: This step directed the operator to
depressuri ze to 450 psig. This action i s contrary to the step
20 caution which required that the operator stop at 700 psig
until specified actions are performed.

Attachment 9 Step 14d: The operator did not have a subcooling
margin monitor or a graph identifying 226 degree subcooling. At
the higher temperatures, the pressure temperature limit is too
close for the operator to interpret on the graph.

Attachment 10 Step 12d: The action stated in step 12d was N/A
to unit 4.

ao. Attachment 10 'Step 24: The procedure did not provide the
operator guidance on how to cool down the pressurizer. If RCS
temperature is less than 285 degree then RCS pressure must be
less than 415 psig.

42. ONOP-0208.5 Annunciator — general

a. Step 5.2.3: This step did not provide guidance to operators to
promote safe operation of the plant or to assure compliance with
NRC regulations. The step required operators to defeat nuisance
alarms, with approval of the PSN. It did not require screening
for importance to safety, such as if the alarm was needed to
support TS, EOPs, or ONOPs. It did not state that pulling a card
to disable an annunicator is .a type of "lifted lead or jumper"
and as such requires 10 CFR 50.59 screening, including
consideration of FSAR applicability. It did not give time
limits on having an annunciator important to safety disabled for
maintenance before requiring a technical safety review. The
step did not give guidance on alarms with multiple inputs, such
as jumpering the individual alarm input instead of pulling the
annunciator card and disabling all of the inputs. This step did
not require keeping a log of disabled alarms or periodic review
of disabled alarms to ensure they do not remain disabled for

" extended periods of time without technical review. The step
also did not require consideration of compensatory actions, such
as increased survei llances. In addition, it did not require
review of disabled alarms on shift turnover.
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43. ONOP-0208.14 Deviation or failure of reactor protection and
safety-related Hagan instrumentation channels

a. No
comments.'4.

ONOP-1108. 1 Reactor coolant pump - off normal
conditions

a. Step 3 '.4: "short" time was undefined.

45. ONOP-1208. 1 Pressurizer power operated relief system (relief and
MOVs) - Malfunction

a. Step 1.0: Typo; delete "in MOV"s.

46. ONOP-1568. 1 Secondary chemistry — operator actions in the event of
deviation from limits

a. Step 5. 1.4.2: This step contained the action verb "maximize"
not defined in the action verb list, and contained a conditional
action statement formatted in a manner inconsistent with the
guidance of O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5.1.4.3: This step contained a conditional action
statement formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

c. Step 5. 1.4.4: This step contained a note formatted in a manner
inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

d. Step 5. 1.5: This step contained numerous step formats
inconsistent with the guidance provided in O-ADM-108.

e. Step 5. 1.5. 1.3: Same as b. above.

f. Step 5. 1.5. 1.4: This step contained the referencing term
"proceed" not defined in O-ADM-108.

g. Step 5. 1.5. 1 ~ 4.2: This step contained an inequality symbol not
defined in O-ADM-108.

h. Step 5.3.4.4: Same as f. above.

47. O-ONOP-3108.2 High activity in component cooling water

a. No comments.
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48. ONOP-3208.1 Malfunction of residual heat removal system

a. Step 4. 1: The identified alarms were control room annunciators
and the .procedure did not correctly reference their location.
The following listing was correct:

Step 4.1.1
Step 4.1.2
Step 4.1.3
Step 4.1.4
Step 4.1.5
Step 4.1.6

Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator
Annunciator

,Annunciator

I 7/6
I 8/6
I 3/6
H 6/2
H 7/3
H 7/4

b. Step 4.3: This step referenced an alarm and temperature
indicator TA-*-679A and/or B for the RHR pumps. The applicable
drawing 5610-T-E-4512, sh. 1, Component cooling system outside
containment, did not show these alarms and/or temperature
indicators and the'perators were not aware of these referenced
alarms or indicators.

Step 5.3.4.2: This step required that the operator isolate
*-753A and (B), *-861A and (B), and "-754A or (B). The correct
isolation is ~-752A or (B), ~-861A or (B), and *-754A or (B)
since the very next step [5.3.4.3] directed the operator start
the unaffected RHR pump.

d. Step 5.3.6: This step isolated the A side (B side) RHR heat
exchanger. MOV-"-863B (MOV-~-863A) failed to read MOV-*-863A
(MOV-'-863B) as was appropriate.

e. Step 5.3.6.2: Same as d. above.

f. Step 7.3: This step ensured notifications were made in
accordance with a listing of procedures to follow, but no
procedures were given in subsequent substeps.

49. ONOP-3308. 1 Turbine plant cooling water malfunction

a. Step 4.3.8: The nomenclature in the step was not specific
enough to identify. the alarm panel annunciator during the
walkthrough.

b. Step 5.3.2: PTN operated with both heat exchangers on service,
" cross connected. Since no delta P sensors were installed on the

individual heat exchangers, a flow reduction or blockage of one
heat exchanger could only be detected by an inbalance on
exchanger outlet temperatures. The procedure did not provide
the operator with enough information to reliably identify the
fouled heat exchanger. Taking the unfouled heat exchanger off
service for backflush would degrade plant operations rapidly.
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Step 5.3. 4, title line: Typo; ICCW.

The unit 4 local controller ,hand auto station for CV-4-2203
temperature display was not labeled with engineering unit
identity. The hand auto station label plate was inadequate.

50. ONOP-3408. 1 Intake cooling water — malfunction

a. Steps 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9: These steps did not state that
the indications were local ones.

Step 5.2. 1: The required immediate actions in this step were
different from similar ones in unit 3 EOP E-O, step 10. In
addition, the action requirements in this step were incomplete
aod unclear in contrast to those in unit 3 EOP E-O.

C. Step 5.2.2: This step failed to require verification of
automatic actions described in step 5. 1. 1.

Step 5.2.3: This step preceded the applicable caution.

Step 5.2.4: This step did not clearly state the required
operator actions in the event that a standby pump is not
available; ie. to leave the affected pump running or to stop it.
Step 5.2.6: This step required that, in case of a line rupture,
the operator must isolate the affected portion of the ICW
system. Licensed operators stated that, to comply with this
step, they would dispatch an NLO to investigate and would get
out the ICW system drawing. This step did not provide the
operator with sufficient information to perform immediate
actions using available indications and without having to refer
to a system drawing. It did not describe to the operator how to
use the ICW individual header pressure indications in the
control room. It also did not describe to the operator how to
immediately mitigate a line rupture when the affected header was
not initially determined — no guidance was given to close the
header'cross-connect valve. Also, the step did not identify the
main isolation valve for each header.

g. Step 5.2.7: This step did not state that substeps 1, 2, and 3
-were local actions.

Step 5.3. 1: This step appeared to address a degraded ICW
condition but did not so state. For a total system fai lure, the
step did not reference ONOP 3408.2.

Step 5.3.7: This step used terms that were not clearly
described, such as "removing a pump from service" (did this mean

tagging out for maintenance?) and "operability of the other
pumps shall be verified" (how?).
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j. Step 5.3.8: This step was superfluous, in that post maintenance
testing requirements were addressed elsewhere.

51. ONOP-3408.2 Intake cooling water - failure of system

Purpose 3. 1: This purpose statement did not state that this
procedure applies only in the event of catastrophic loss of both
headers of the .Intake Cooling Water System of unit 3 or unit 4.
It also did not reference ONOP 3408. 1.

Step 6.2 note: This note included important operator actions,
including "isolate the affected header" and "start the standby
pump." Also, it gave no guidance to operators as to how to
determine which header was ruptured.

Table 1: This table required cross-connecting the unit 3 and
unit 4 CCW systems so that one unit supplied all of the CCW for
both units. It did not include guidance on resultant unit
operating limitations.

Appendix A: This table listed valve 4-779A as normally open,
and valve 3-779A as normally closed. There was only one common
779A valve, and its normal position was locked open.

Appendix A: Valves 779A and 779B were about 13 feet above the
floor, such that an operator would need about a 10 foot or
longer ladder to operate them. The only nearby ladder was a 6
foot one in the SI pump room.

Appendix A: This table identified valve 4-770B as "CC to A RHR

and A CSP from header B", when it actually was from header A.
Also, this table identified the normal position of valve 4-770B
as open, when it was actually locked open.

Appendix A:, The table similarly identified valve 4-770D with
incorrect infor'mation, including wrong CC header and normally
open versus locked open.

Appendix A: The table described valve 4-746A as "CC to RHX B",
when the valve actually supplied CC to RHR HX A.

1. Appendix A: The table described valve 4-7468 as "CC to RHX A",
when the valve actually supplied CC to RHR HX B.

4

52. ONOP-5118.1 Waste disposal system - reactor coolant drain tank
off-normal operation

Step 5.3. 1. 1: The pump was'identified'as A, not 1.
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b. Step 5.3.2.1: Use of "Check for I x] to be open" was confusing.

53. ONOP-5168.5 Waste holdup tank — pump back system

a. Meters on the boron recycle and waste disposal panel were
generally not demarked to reflect normal ranges and

limiting'alues.

b. There was no lab'el on LI 1001A, the number one waste holdup tank
level meter.

c. Step 5.3: No mention was made of the need to check ONOP 094. 1

section 5.7 PASS and H2 lineup was complete. Without that
lineup, valves MPAS"005 and MPAS"004 would not be closed/open
respectively.

54. ONOP-5508.2 Waste disposal system - off-normal operation, gaseous
waste disposal system

a. Step 5. 1. 1.3.4: This step contained the use of highlighting not
defined in O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5.2.2. 1: This step contained both a note and conditional
action statement formatted in a manner inconsistent with
O-ADM-108.

c. Step 5.2.2.2. 1: This step contained the use of numerical values
in-a manner inconsistent with the guidance in O-ADM-108.

d. Step 5.3. 1: This step contained a note formatted in a manner
inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

e. Step 5.3.3. 1: This step contained the referencing term
"referring to" not defined in O-ADM-108.

f. -Step 5.4.3. 1: This step contained an conditional action
statement formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

55. ONOP-7308. 1 Malfunction of the auxiliary feedwater system

a. Step 4.2.5: The reference to changes in RCS level were
incorrect. Pressurizer level was the concern.

b. Step 4.2.5: The step did not indicate that it was RCS pressures
and temperatures which were of concern.

c. Step 5.3. 1.5: Use of "and" in conjunction with "and/or" was
incorrect and resulted in confusion.

d. Step 5.3.1.8: Same as c above.





e. Step 5.3. 1. 10, last note: Typo; !; it appeared that the proper
insert was + or -.

f. Step 5.3.2: The E-0 step 7 RNO qualification in the case of one
AFW pump and dual unit feed was not'iscussed in this step.

g. 5.3.2. 1: A verification of "all" manual and automatic valves
was unnecessary and time consuming.

h. Step 5.3. 14: The "refer to" FR-H. 1 statement was unbounded
(e.g. should the operator transition when directed to other
EOPs?). As discussed above under FR-H. 1 "entry" into the EOPs

must be restricted to entry through either E-0 or ECA-0.0. For
this reason, clarification of this step was requi red. The
licensee agreed and revised the procedure during the inspection.

56. ONOP-9308.2 "C" bus transformer - malfunction

Step 4.2: This step was not clear to the operators. A gas
detector relay and a fault pressure relay were discussed but it
was not clear if alarm lights were associated with these relays
and what should be cause to report to the PS-N.

- b. Step 4.3.4.9: The gas detector was located on the east side of
the transformer but was read from the south side.

c. Step 4.3.4. 10: This step required that the operator check a

relay indicator behind the left control panel but the operators
could not identify the relay indicator nor how to check it.

d. Step 4.3.5: The lock-out relay reset was actually located in
the control room on VPB.

e. Step 5. 1. 1: The following breaker description discrepancies
were noted:

Breaker ONOP CTL Room
8W154, Mid. Breaker West Breaker
8W16 Mid. Breaker East Breaker
8W75 East Breaker West Breaker

f. Step 5. 1.2. 1: Lockout of the 3C Bus transformer would result in
the loss of the unit 3 E ,F, and G load centers (normal feed),
not the opposite units E, F, and G load centers as stated in the
procedure.

g. Step 5. 1.2.2: Lockout of the 4C Bus transformer would result in
the loss of the unit 4 E, F, and G load centers (normal feed),
not the opposite units E, F, and G load centers as stated. The
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Note did not state that if on "alternate" supply, then opposite
load centers will be de-energized, which is more accurate.

Step 5.3. 1.4: The operators could not find a "Top Oil
Temperature" device. This step failed to state how the device
was labeled, where it was located, and its limits.

Step 5.3. 1.5: The operator could not find a device labeled
Thermal Relay Alarm. Operators thought the "X2 Hottest Spot
Winding Temp" and/or "Y2 Hottest Spot Winding Temp"
thermometers might be the devices intended for this step.

Step 5.3. 1.6 and 5.3. 1.7: The acceptable values for these
indicators was not specified. No criteria was given for
acceptable versus not acceptable.

Step 5.3. 1. 10: MCC 4B43 was not labeled.

57. ONOP-9408. 1 Loss of A or B 4KV bus

No comments

58. ONOP-9408.3 Loss of voltage to "C" 4160 volt bus

Step 3. 1: Although the step referred to 3/4 ONOP-004 on the
loss of both A and B buses, it neglected the more significant
transfer to ECA-O.O if in modes 1-4.

A new revision of this procedure was promulgated during this
inspection (rev. date 1/18/90). The only change was step 5.2. 1.
The reference in that change was incorrect; the correct
reference was ONOP-089.

59. ONOP-9608. 1 125 V DC system — location of grounds

Step 5.3. 1: This step contained several conditional action
statements formatted in a manner inconsi stent with O-ADM-108.

Step 5.3.2: This step contained the referencing term "in
conjunction with" not defined in O-ADM-108.

Step 5.3.2: This step contained a note formatted in a manner
inconsistent with 0-ADM-108

Step 5.3.2.2: This step contained the referencing term
"consult" not defined in O-ADM-108.

60. ONOP-10308. 1 Control building heating ventilation and
air conditioning system (HVAC)
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a. Step 5.3. 1 caution: The caution requirement to notify the HP

supervisor was not required since he would be the one notifying
the control room that radioactivity had exceeded 1 MPC.

4 r
b. Step 6.1.3: The qualifier "Foreign" was not understood by the

oper ators.

61. ONOP-12308.2 Power range nuclear instrumentation — verification of
upper, lower, and cha'nnel deviation alarms

a. Step 4.3: This alarm window location identifier was incorrectly
stated.

b. Step 5.3.2. 1: This step did,not specify to the operator use of
only operable ch'annels.

c. Step 5.3.5: The procedure incorrectly stated plus or minus 2
percent.

d. Step 5.3.5.2: The procedure incorrectly used the pound symbol
instead of the delta symbol.

e. Data sheet 2: The upper section and lower section did not
requi re the operator to use only the operable channels.

62. ONOP-15608.2 Instrument air dryer malfunction
I

a. Inadequate labeling of instrument dryer station meters, gauges,
panels, valves and inside panel components caused confusion
during the walkthrough. Labeling must be upgraded to permit
rapid accomplishment of infrequent actions and allow the
operator to clear the area before timed blowdown initiates.

63. ONOP-16708. 1 Spent fuel cask emergency cooling

a. Step 5.3. 1: This step contained a conditional action statement
formatted in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

b. Step 5.3. 1: This step contained numerous examples of action
verbs (e.g. connect, store, secure) not defined in the
acceptable action verb list in O-ADM-108.
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APPENDIX C

WRITER'S GUIDE COMMENTS

Thi s appendix contains writer' guide comments and observations. Unless
specifically stated, these comments were not regulatory requirements. However,
the licensee acknowledged that the factual content of each of these comments
was correct as stated. The licensee committed to evaluate each comment, to
take appropriate action,'nd to document that action. These items will be
reviewed during a future NRC inspection.

,I. Deviations from the EOP Writer's Guide

A sample of the EOPs was evaluated for deviations from the Turkey Point
EOP writer's guide. Types of deviations noted were characterized in this
section and accompanied by a list of examples of the specific deviations.
Note that some steps contained more than one example.

1. The following steps contained conditional action statements formatted
in a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide.

4-EOP-E-3 Step 40bll

4-EOP-ES-1. 2 Step 5

4-EOP-ES-3. 1 Step 5b

4-EOP-FR-C.2 Step 3c RNO

2. The following steps contained equipment identifications formatted in
a manner inconsistent with the EOP writer's guide.

4-EOP-E-3
4-EOP-ES-1. 2

4-EOP-ES-1. 4

4-EOP-FR-P. 1

Step 38
Step 3

Step 9a RNO

Step 5a RNO

Step 12b RNO

Step 3a RNO

3. The following steps contained examples of highlighting and
capitalization inconsi stent with the criteria defined in the EOP

writer's guide.

4-EOP-E-0 Step 5g
Step 8a RNO 1

Step 9b RNO 1

Step 42a RNO 1

0



4-EOP-E-3

4-EOP-ES-1. 2

Step 23b
Step 9a
Step 32a RNO

Step 32b RNO

Step 37a RNO

Step 14d
Step 22

4. The following steps contained referencing terms not defined in the
EOP writer's guide.

4-EOP-E-3 Step 2c RNO

Step 18c RNO

Step 35b RNO

4-EOP-ES-1.2

4-EOP-ECA-3.2

4-EOP-FR-2. 1

Step 2c RNO

Step 10d7
Step 13c RNO

Step 18b

Step 22 RNO

Step 3a RNO

Step 5 RNO

5. . The following steps did not contained adequate indication of local
actions or adequately detail the information needed to perform the
operations.

4-EOP-E-0

4-EOP-E"3

4-EOP-ECA-0.2

4-EOP-FR-I. 3

4-EOP-FR-Z. 1

4-EOP-FR-S. 1

4-EOP-FR-Z.3

Step 5d RNO

Step 3h

Step 9a RNO

Step 9a

Step Sb

Step 4a

Step 1d

6. The following steps contained notes .and cautions formatted in a
manner inconsistent with the criteria defined in the EOP writer'
guide.
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4-EOP-ES-1.3 Step 3

Attachment B

7. The following steps contained action verbs not defined in Enclosure .3

of the EOP writer's guide.

4-EOP-ES-0.3

4-EOP-ES-0.4

4-EOP-ECA-O.O

Step Sb RNO

Step 9b
Step 13a

Step Sa

Step 6c
Step 11 RNO

Step 12c RNO 10

4-EOP-F-0 Step la RNO

e
II. Inadequacies in the EOP Writer's Guide

The EOP writer's guide did not thoroughly address each aspect of the
procedures nor did it define restrictively the methods designated for use
in order to assure consistency within and between procedures and to retain
that consistency over time and through personnel changes.

The Turkey Point EOP writer's guide contained a number of areas where lack
of restrici.tve or thorough guidance had led to problems and
inconsistencies in the EOPs. These weaknesses were as follows:

1. The writer's guide failed to include a section on Place keeping.
This item was previously identified in an SER.

2. The writer's guide failed to inclusively define referencing terms
(e.g. per, in accordance with, refer to, as directed by) although
these terms were used throughout the EOPs.

3. Section 5.2.3.3, type size and style, was not explicitly defined for
the procedural steps, figures, attachments, and Critical Safety
Function Status Trees. This item was previously identified in an
SER.

4. Section 5.2.3.4 which defined the format for substeps that can be
performed in any order and section 5.3.2.9 which described the format
for equally acceptable substeps did not describe unique formats for
each of these to ensure clear understanding. This item was
previously identified in an SER.

5. Section 5.3.2.6: The phrase "a small number of related actions" was
not explicitly defined.
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Sections 5.3.2.8, 5.3.2. 14.b,.e, ~ f, and, 5.3.3.8 contained exa'mples
which were inconsi stent with the criteria defined in the body of the
EOP writer's guide.

Section 5.3.2. 12: The continuous performance action verbs were not
inclusively listed or defined in the acceptable action verb list.
Section 5.3.3. 12: The term "should" did not reflect a requirement to
format these steps appropriately.

9. Section 5.3.4.3 did not provide examples of properly formatted
cautions and notes. Additionally this section did not prohibit the
inclusion of operator actions and transitions within cautions and
notes. This item was previously identified in an SER.

10 Section 5.3.5.6 which described emphasizing cautions and notes in
transitional steps did not state thi s as a requirement to ensure that
operators remain cognizant of all cautions and notes during the use
of the EOPs.

Section 5.3.5.8 did not clearly define the acceptable terms to be
used for referencing concurrent procedures; The term "using"
appeared in the two examples provided. Additionally, explicit
criteria for "a few steps" in the same section was not provided.

12. Section 5 ~ 3 ~ 5.10 contained an example formatted inconsistently with
the other examples in the EOP writer's guide.

13. Section 5.3.6 did not adequately define the labeling methodologies,
rules of their usage, and restrictions to ensure, consistent
application.

14. Section 5.3.7 did not specify an inclusive list of action verbs for
equipment use, nor did it require adherence to the action verbs
specified.

15. Section 5.3.9 did not adequately define enclosures and attachments to
ensure all operator aids (tables, figures, graphs) would be correctly
and consistently formatted and referenced properly.

16. Section 5.3.11: Referencing terminology and format was not clearly
described.

17. Section 5.4.2: A definition of the use of parentheses () was not
included.

18. Section 5.4.4: The list of acceptable action verbs was not
inclusive. Measures to ensure inclusion of new acceptable action
verbs into Enclosure 3 were not provided.
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19. Section 5.4.5 did not include the criteria for determining when

numerical values vs. written text should be used in the procedures
(e.g., 1 or 2 vs. one or two).

I.II. Deviations from the Off-Normal Operating Procedures Writer's Guide
( 0-ADM-108)

A sample of the ONOPs was evaluated for deviations from the Turkey Point
procedure 0-ADM-108. Types of deviations noted were characterized in this
section and accompanied by a list of examples of the specific deviations.
Note that some steps contained more than one example.

1. The following steps contained conditional action statements formatted
in a manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

4-0NOP.-013 Step 1c Attachment 1

400NOP-028.2 Step 5.3. 1. 1

4-ONOP-030

4-0NOP-003.8

O-ONOP-025.2

O-ONOP-025.3

4-ONOP-053

Step 4.1
Step 5.1
Step 5.2
Step 5.7
Step 5.9

Step 5.1.8
Step 5.1.9
Step 5.4.5

Step 5.6
Step 5.8
Step 5.11

Step 5.1.7
Step 5.1.10
Step 5.2,
Step 5.2.1

Step 4.1
Step 4.2
Step 4.3

4-0NOP-059.8 Step 3. 1.2 '

0-ONOP-048

ONOP-1568. 1

Step 4.2
Step 5.1

Step 5.1.4 '
Step 5.1.5.1.3





2. The following steps contained notes and cautions formatted in a
manner inconsistent with O-ADM-108.

4-0NOP-059.8 Step 5.1.2.5
Step 5.2.2.5

ONOP-1568.1 Step 5.1.4.4

ONOP-5508.2 Step 5.2.2. 1

Step 5.3.1

ONOP-9608. 1 Step 5.3.2

3. The following steps contained transition or referencing terms
inconsistent with the criteria defined in O-ADM-108.

4-0NOP-003.8 Step 5. 1. 10

O-ONOP-025.3 Step 5.1.13

4-ONOP-053 Step 2.2.2

4-0NOP-059.8 Step 5.1.1.12
Step 5.1.2.5.b

0"ONOP-048 Step 5.6

ONOP-1568.1 Step 5.1.5.1.4
Step 5.3.4.4

ONOP-5508.2 Step 5.3.3.1

ONOP-9608.1 Step 5.3.2
Step 5.3.2.2

4. The following steps contained examples of highlighting or
capitalization inconsistent with the criteria defined for the EOPs
and not specified in O-ADM-108.

4-ONOP-030 Step 5.2. 1

Step 5.4

4-ONOP-094. 1 Step 5.8

4-0NOP-003.8 Attachment 2

4-0NOP-025.3 Step 5. 1
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4-0NOP-059.8 Step 3.3.1

Step 3.1.2.4
Step 3.2
Step 5.1.2.5
Step 5.2.2.5

ONOP-5508.2 Step 5.1.1 ~ 3.4

5. The following steps did not contained adequate indication of local
actions or adequately detail the information needed to perform the
operations.

4-0NOP-004.1 Step 5.1.4

4-0NOP-028.3 Step 5. 17.2

4-0NOP-041.5 Step 5.4.3

4-ONOP-004 Step 5.7.7

4-ONOP-050

4-ONOP"013

Step 10e RNO

Step 7

Step 39e
Step 47a

Step 5.5.1
Step 5.5.3
Step 5.7

4-ONOP-3208. 1 Step 4. 1

ONOP-9308.2 Step 4.2
Step 5.3.1.4
Step 5.3.1.5

IY. Inadequacies in 0-ADM-108

The procedure 0-ADM-108 did not thoroughly address each aspect of the
procedures nor did it define restrictively the methods designated for use
in order to assure consistency within and between procedures and to retain
that consistency over time and through personnel changes.

The Turkey Point procedure 0-ADM-108 contained a number of areas where
lack of restrictive or thorough 'guidance had led to problems and
inconsistencies in the ONOPs. Because 0-ADM-108 referenced the Writer'
Guide for Administrative and Normal Operations Procedures, O-ADM-101,
items specified in this section may apply specifically to O-ADM-101.
These weaknesses were as follows:
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0-ADM-108 did not contain adequate detail on procedure step format,
mechanics of style, punctuation, acceptable terminology, preparation
of cautions and notes, and format of operator aids (enclosures,
attachments, etc...) to ensure procedure writers will develop
consistent, correctly formatted procedures. Because the ONOPs are
often used in conjunction with the EOPs, it is important that the
criteria established for developing the EOPs not be violated in the
ONOPs. Use of guidelines other than one specifically developed for
the ONOPs, may not be adequately detailed to ensure that the criteria
is not violated.

Section 5.2. 1, use of logic terms, failed to include the term
IF...NOT, did not provide guidance for formatting conditional action
steps, did not provide adequate guidance on the use of the term AND
and format of lists associated with this term, and failed to provide
adequate guidance on the use of the term OR in the inclusive and
exclusive cases.

Section 5.2.2, transitional terms, failed to specify the format for
the procedure or step referenced in the transition, did not specify
referencing terms used in the procedures, and failed to define
specific formats for transitions within or between procedures.

Section 5.2.2, transitional terms, the example provided contains an
observe caution after the transitional term "go to". This observe
caution phrase should precede the transition to ensure it has been
recognized prior to transitioning . This section failed to provide

.adequate guidance to ensure this format is consistently applied.

5. 0-ADM-101 failed to provide guidance on the information requirements
of cautions and notes.

0-ADM-101 failed to provide adequate criteria to ensure enclosures
and attachments are consistently prepared and reproduced and contain
the appropriate information required.

0-ADM-108 failed to contain a list of acceptable terminology for
required operator actions and equipment status indications.

0-ADM-101 contained an example of the branching term "proceed to"
which was not defined for use in the referencing section of
O-ADM-108.

O-ADM-101, section 5.4.6 example, contained the use of a conditional
action in direct conflict with the guidance provided for cautions and
notes.

10. O-ADM-101, section 5.4.7, component identification, stated that
"components shall be identified as in the control room". This
implied verbatim identification only, in direct conflict with the EOP



writer's guide and in direct conflict with the majority of component
identifications found in the ONOPs.

11. 0-ADM-101 failed to provide a section on place keeping.

12.* 0-ADM-101 did not provide a definition of ONOPs although the guide
was used as the basis for ONOP development.

13. 0-ADM-101 failed to provide adequate guidance on the development of
checkoffs and verifications as observed in the ONOPs.

14. 0-ADM-101 failed to provide adequate guidance on the use of .

capitalization.

15. O-ADM-101, section 5.4.4 failed to provide adequate guidance on the
use of underlining.
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APPENDIX D

NOMENCLATURE

This appendix contains NRC observations of instances where Writer's Guide
application to the EOP would cause the reader to expect an exact nomenclature
match with component nomenclature, yet there was no identity. It also includes
instances where a complete match was neither required nor found and the
mismatch was sufficient to cause concern. The licensee agreed in each case to
evaluate the difference and make the appropriate change, and to document the
action taken. These items will be reviewed during a future NRC inspection.

Procedure Step/pg ~ EOP nomenclature Component nomenclature

4-EOP-E-1 16a2 RNO computer room
water Chiller

train X chilled
sys c/s

2112 RNO

Attachment A
step Sa

backup air side
seal oil pump

Inside cover plate:
air side
Outside: DC air side
backup seal oil pump

U-4 batching,tank
agitator switch was
not labeled

4-EOP-ES-3.2 10a HS-xxxx HIS-xxxx

10d Temporary labels were
installed

16c No Unit X identification;
not identified as CR

HVAC

4-EOP-ECA-3.3 2A RNO

K'-EOP-FR-H.

1 15A

interlock

high head SI

permissive to start

3a Safety Injection
Pump (etc.)

4-EOP-ES-1. 3 17b/9 Containment spray
charcoal filter
valves

Emergency Cntnmnt to
Filter Spray Valves

4-EOP-ECA-3.2 1k/4 boric acid
integrator

Boric Acid Totalizer

lla.ll/9 oil lift pressure
interlock

Permiss. to Start

21eRNO/15 SGB-4-007 4-SGB-007
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251RN02/17 backup air side

seal oil pump
DC air side backup
seal oil pump

4-EOP-ECA-0.0 Attach.

4-EOP-ES-0.3 11/4

4-EOP-ES-0.4 11/4

4-EOP-E-3 3b RNO/5

4b RNO/6

4b RNO/6

5/6

33/17

35a2/19

40b11/22

41b/23

43b/24

4-EOP-ES-1. 2 8/7

4-EOP-ES-1.4 " 2/4

4-EOP-ES-3.1 9b/7

4-EOP-FR-I . 1 3RNOa/4

6d/7

seal injection Seal

excess letdown RCP

and RCP return

DC backup air side
oil pump Backup

lift oil pressure

lift oil pressure

manual

Hain Steamline
Isolation and
Bypass Valves

AT ZERO

S/G Blowdown

Sample Isolation
Valves

ALIGNED TO VCT
VALVE

computer room
chiller

ON

FULL

OPEN

TRIP

P u1 1
-To- Loc k

Control Room Air
Conditioner Unit
"C" compressor
local disconnect
A/C 3T

Supply Throttle

Seal Water Return
Isolation Valve

Air Side Seal Oil C,
6b/19 seal Pump

permi ss. to start
interlock

permi ss. to start

HAND

Hain Steam Isolation
and Bypass Valves

CLOSED

S/G Liquid Isolation

Val ves

VCT OUTLET ISOLATION

Train A Chilled Water
SYS C/S

PERMISS TO START

100:o

TRIP

OFF

Pull-to-Stop

A/C-3T Condenser
Unit
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4-EOP-FR-Z. 1 2a/4

2d RNO/4

6c RNO/6

4-EOP-ECA-1. 2 la/4

jd/4

4-ONOP-094. 1 5.7. 1/5

4-0NOP-003.8 2.2.3/4

Containment purge
and supply fans

emergency re-
circulation mode

Pull-'to-Lock

Loop 4A RHR

Pump Suction Stop

Local SI Test Line
Isolation Valve

Isol Vlv from WHT

Pp Back

POW RANGE ROD DROP

AUTO TURBINE
RUNBACK AUTO ROD

WITHDRAW STOP

Control Building HVAC
Test SWP4

TEST

Pull-To-Stop

RHR 4A Suction Stop

HHSI Test Line
Ctnmt Isol

Containment Purge Air
Return Isolation VLV
to MPAS

NIS OR RPI ROD DROP

TURBINE RUNBACK ROD

STOP

e 4-ONOP-059. 8 5. 1. 1. 7

5.1.1.8

O-ONOP-023.2 16.h/12

4-EOP-FR-H.Z 4/4

4-EOP- FR- I . 3 12. 1/9

4-ONOP-047. 1 2.2/4

2.3/4

INSTRUMENT POWER

Overpower T Trip

Overpower T Rod
stop/runback

Overtemperature
T Trip

diesel generator
output breaker

Main steamline
Isolation Bypass

oil l.ift pressure
interlock light

charging pump A
trip
charging pump B

trip

INSTR POWER

OP T

Rod Stop

OP T

EDG BKR 4AB21 control
switch

Main steamline
stop bypass valves

oil lift pump
permissive to
start

charging pump 4A trip

charging pump 4B trip
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2.4/4

4.3/5

0-ONOP-013 attachment 1

1.b(2)/10

1.b(3)/10

1.g(2)/10

1.g(3)/10

ONOP-3208. 1 4. 1. 3/1

4.1.5/1

4.1.6/1

charging pump C

trip
Seal Return
Isolation Valve

Engine Oil Light

Compressor Oil
Light

Engine Oil Light

compressor oil
light

Residual Heat
Removal
Exchanger Sump
High Level

Residual Heat
Removal Pump "A
Cooling Water Low
Flow

Residual Heat
Removal Pump ~B

Cooling Water Low
Flow

charging pump 4C trip

Excess L/D and RCP Seal-
Return Isolation Valve

Engine Oil
Pressurelight

Compressor Oil
Pressure Light

Engine Oil
Pressure Light

Compressor Oil
Pressure Light

Residual Removal
Heat Sump Room

Residual Heat
Removal Pumps "A
Cooling Water Low
Flow

Residual Heat
Removal Pumps "B
Cooling Water Low
'Fl ow

ONOP-9308. 2 4. 3 ~ 1/2

4-0NOP-004.1 5.1.1.1b/5

" 5 3.1.2/9
5.5.1.1/11
5.6.1.1/13

"C" Bus
Transfer
Differential

4A 4KV Bus
Emerg Tie

To Unit 3 S/U
Xfmr

C" Bus
Differential Operated

4A 4kV Bus Emerg Tie

To U3 S/U Xfmr
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5.1.1.2b/5

5.2.4/7
5.2.5/7
5.4.5/10
5.4.12/10
5.6.5/13

5.1.5/6
5.1.13/6
5.3.12/9
5.5.5/11

5.1.7/6
5.1.16/6
5.3.8/9
5.5.7/11
5.5.15/12

5.2.7/7
5.2.16/8
5.4.7/10
5.6.7/13
5.6.15/14

4-EOP-FR-C. 1 3c.

3A 4KV Bus
Emerg Tie to
Unit 4 S/U Xfmr

B EDG Gen

A EDG

A'iesel Generator
Voltage Regulator

B Diesel Generator
Voltage Regulator

(delta)p

3A 4KV Bus Emerg Tie
U4 S/U Xfmr

B Emerg Diesel

A Emerg Diesel Gen

A Diesel Gen Volt
Regulator

B Diesel Gen Volt
Regulator

D/P

4-EOP-ECA-0. 1 13d. 1/9
13d.2/9
14b.3/9
14b.4/9

19/11

4-0NOP-041.6 4.1.1 /4

4.2/4

5.1/4

Letdown

B PRZ Backup
Group Heaters

PRESSURIZER LEVEL
CONTROL TRANSFER

CHARGING PUMPS A,
B AND C CONTROLLER

PRZ LEVEL RECORDER
TRANSFER SMITCH

L/D

4B Pressurizer
Backup Group HTRS

CHANNEL SELECT
PRESSURIZER LEVEL
CONTROL

MASTER CHARGING
PUMP CONTROLLER

CHANNEL SELECT
PRESSURIZER LEVEL

'ECORDER
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4-ONOP-050

5.2.1/4

5.2.2/4

2.2/4
Al ARMS

4b/9 RNO

4h/9 RNO

6d.2/10
RNO

9a/ll

9b/11

10b/12

10 f/12

1 oh/12

24a/21

24b/21

High Pressure LTDN
ISOL. Vlv.

LTDN Isol. Valves

RESIDUAL HEAT
REMOVAL PUMPS 4A,
4B MOTOR TRIP

RHR Hx Out Fl ow

Same as 4b above

Same as 4b above

Alternate Low Head
Safety Injection

Reactor Vessel
Drain Down

Charging Flow To
Regen Heat
Exchanger

Reactor Vessel
Drain Down

Same as step 10b

RWST Outlet
Isolation

High-Head SI Pump
Header

High Press L/D
I sol VLV From Loop B

Cold Leg

L/D Isolation Valves

RESIDUAL HEAT
PUMPS 4a,4B TRIP

RHR HX OUTLET FLOW

ALTERNATE LOW HEAD SI

Rx VESSEL DRAIN DOWN

CHARGING FLOW TO REGEN
HEAT HX

RX VESSEL DRAIN DOWN

RWST OUTLET ISOL

HH SI PP HEADER

24c/21

24d/21

24e/21

24e/21

High-Head SI Pumps
Recirc To RWST

Same as step 24c

Same as step 4b

HH SI PUMPS RECIRC TO
RWST

RHR Heat Exchanger . RHR HX BYPASS FLOW

Bypass Flow

25a/22 RHR Alternate
Discharge

RHR ALTERNATE DISCH
ISOL
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28c/23

28d/23

29.1/24

RNO'9.2/24

RNO

33b.1/26

33b.4/26

34a.l/27
RNO

34a.2/27
RNO

34b.1/27

34b.2/27

39b/29

39f/29

44a/32

44a/32
RNO

45b/32

45c/32

Same as step 24e

Same as step 24e

SI Pump Header
Isol .

Same as step 24c

HIS-4-1427X for
S/G A

HIS-4-1426X for
S/G B

HIS-4-1425X for
S/G C

H IS-4-6275A-1

H IS"4-6275B-'1

HIS-4-6275C-1

Blowdown Tank Vent
to Atmosphere

Blowdown Tank Vent
to Feedwater
Heaters

Same as step 34a.2 RNO

Same as step 34a.2 RNO

Same as step 10b

Same as step 10f

Emergency
Containment
Coolers

Normal Containment
Coolers

Same as step 4b above

Same as step 4b above

HH SI PP HEADER
ISOL

HIS-4-1427X for
S/G A

HIS-4-1426X for
S/G B

HIS-4-1425X for
S/G C

CV-4-6275A-1

CV-4-6275A-1

CV-4-6275A-1

BLOWDOWN TANK
VENT TO ATM

BLOWDOWN TANK
VENT TO FW HTRS

EMER CNTMT COOLER

NORMAL CNTMT COOLERS



0



47a/34

47f/34

Same as step 4b above

Same as step 4b above
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APPENDIX E

ABBREVIATIONS

AC
ACC
ADMi

AER
ANPO
AP
APS-N
ATWS

BKR
CSFST
CST
DC

DEV
DG

DP

DWST

ECCS
EDG

EOP

ERG

FCV
FRP

GEN

HCV
HP

hr
Hx
ICC
ICW
IFI
LOCA
MCC

MG

MOV

MSIV
NLO
NI
NPO

NR

NRC

OCB

ODCM

NWE

Alternating'urrent
Adverse Containment Condition
Administrative Procedure
Action Expected Response
Associate Nuclear Plant Operator
Administrative Procedure

. Assi sstant Plant Supervisor-Nuclear
Anticipated Transient Without Scram
Breaker
Critical Safety Function Status Tree
Condensate Storage Tank
Direct Current
Deviation
Diesel Generator
Differential Pressure
Demineralized Water Storage Tank
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
Emergency Operating Procedure
Emergency Response Guidelines
Flow Control Valve
Functional Recovery Procedure
Generator
Hand Control Valve
Health Physics
Hour
Heat Exchanger
Instrumentation and Control
Intake Cooling Water
Inspector Followup Item
Loss of Coolant Accident
Motor Control Center
Motor Generator
Motor'perated Valve
Main Steam Isolation Valve
Non-licensed Operator
Nuclear Instrumentation
Nuclear Plant Operator
Narrow Range
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Oi 1 Circuit Breaker
Offsite Dose Caculation Manual
Nuclear Watch Engineer



ONOP

OP

PC/M
Pg
PGP

PNSC
PORV

Pp
Press
PS ID
PSIG
PS-N
PSTG
PSTG DEV
PTN
PZR

QA
QC

QP
QSPDS
R

RC

RCC

RCO

RCP

RECIRC
R/hr
RI
RM

RNO

RO

RPIS
RTD
RTGB

RT(NDT)
RVLMS
RWST

SCM

SER

SEVR
SFP
S/G
SGTR
SI
SNPO
SPDS
SRO.

STM
SUR

Off Normal Operating Procedure
Operating Procedure
Plant Change/Modification
Page
Procedures Generation Package
Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
Power Operated Relief Valve
Pump
Pressure
Pressure Square Inch-differential
Pressure Square Inch-guage
Plant Supervisor-Nuclear
Plant Specific Technical Guidelines
PSTG Deviation
Plant Turkey Point Nuclear
Pressurizer
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Quality Procedure
Qual=ified Safety Parameter Display System
Radiation
Radiation Control
Rod Control Cluster
Reactor Control operator
Reactor Coolant Pump
Recirculation
Roentgen/hour
Radiation Indic'ator
Radiation Monitor
Response Not Obtained
Reactor Operator
Rod Position Infromation System
Resistance Temperature Device
Reactor Turbine Generator Board
Reference Nil-ductility Temperature
Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Subcooling Margin
Safety Evaluation Report
Service
Spent Fuel Pit
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Safety Injection
Senior Nuclear Plant Operator
Safety Parameter Display System
Senior Reactor Operator
Steam
Startup Rate



T
Tavg
Tc
TC
TD
Th
TI
TPN
TR
Tref
TRANS
TS
TSC
TURB
V5V
VCT
VPA
VPB
MOG

Temperature
Temperature-average
Temperature-Cold
Thermocouple
Transition Document
Temperature-Hot
Training Instruction
Turkey Point Nuclear
Trend Recorder
Temperature-Reference
Transformer
Technical Specification
Technical Support Center
Turbine
Verification 5 Validation
Volume Control Tank
Vertical Panel A
Vertical Panel B

Westinghouse Owner's Group
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